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Morgan @mmkenney6268
9 hours ago
Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSW Twitter chat soon. #MacroSW

Morgan @mmkenney6268
9 hours ago
Hello everyone! My name is Morgan Kenney I am currently a BSW Senior at Florida Gulf Coast University - Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat. #macrosw

SM4SW 📲 @smsw
9 hours ago
I'll be sharing and tweeting extra for the next hour as part of the #MacroSW chat on inequality. Please excuse the extra tweets https://t.co/N5gUPjJFXv

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
9 hours ago
kelsey hedberg, BSW senior from FGCU here #macroSW

monica Davis @Monica_d_2018
9 hours ago
My name is Monica and I am a BSW senior at FGCU! I look forward to being in the chat tonight! #MacroSW

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
9 hours ago
As I host the #Macrosw chat tonight. Please excuse the extra tweets 😊 https://t.co/bACaOt53O4
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW, CASAC-T 🚶‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
Thanks @spcummings for the #MacroSW podcast shout out! Sadly I won’t be able to join the @OfficialMacroSW chat tonight...I may* be having my landlord stop by tomorrow and I may** need to clean the apartment *Totally am **Totally do Thank you @TeamUfYH https://t.co/4V5xIAxM7I

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
Please excuse the extra tweets. Joining the #MacroSW Twitter chat soon.#MacroSW

Alondra @ammelendez3387
Hey everyone ! Alondra Melendez BSW senior at Florida Gulf Coast University ready for #MacroSW twitter chat!

Kate Elena @KateElena1
Hello all, I'm Kate a BSW student joining the macrosw chat tonight :)

valentinaheather @valtheather
Patiently waiting. :) #macrosw #csusmsw https://t.co/sWLzNU5P9p

Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley
Sherley Abela BSW FGCU Senior present #macrosw

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo
Hello all! Sofía Ramallo, BSW senior from FGCU checking in! #macrosw

Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna
Jenna from Millersville University in Lancaster, PA. Part-time MSW and Early Head Start home visitor. Fiancé, toddler mom, & new dog mom #MacroSW
Sabrina Sifre @SifreSabrina
Sabrina from FGCU Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat.

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney
Hi everyone! Sydney, BSW senior from FGCU Social Policy course here for the chat! #MacroSW

Kyleigh @kyleighannevfd
Kyleigh BSW student from FGCU joining the twitter chat tonight! #MacroSW

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
Hello, My name is Dina and I am a BSW student at FGCU! #MacroSW https://t.co/VjgQPlJGfq

Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavarel1
Hey everyone! I'm Andrew Ciavarella an MSW student at Dominguez Hills. Excited to chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

Katie Brunco @KatieBrunco
Hi all! I'm Katie and I'm a BSW senior at FGCU 🌟 #MacroSW

keri @keriswsandiego
Hi, I'm Keri, an MSW student from Cal State San Marcos #macrosw

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
Hi all. I am an MSW student from the University at Buffalo joining tonight #macrosw
Erica @SW_Erica14
Hi everyone, I'm Erica from FGCU I am in the BSW program #macroSW

9 hours ago

Virginia J. @Anointing12345
Hi, I am Virginia J., a BSW student, I am participating in the chat tonite. #MacroSW #SWK3100

9 hours ago

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
Lindsay Sanchez, FGCU BSW Senior excited for the #MacroSW chat tonight!

9 hours ago

taylor leilani aiona @taylorleilanii
Let's do this future social workers #csusmsw #macroSW I'm ready https://t.co/qgQQ3GbEK0

9 hours ago

Gianina B @GianinaB_
Hi guys, checking in! My name is Nina and I am a BSW senior at FGCU #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Danielle Mannion @DanielleMannio3
Hello all... My name is Danielle Mannion from FGCU BSW program looking forward to the chat on inequality tonight! #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Anna @Anna66253093
Hello! Anna Sotir checking in from Florida Gulf Coast University policy class. #MacroSW

9 hours ago

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85
I'm so ready for this!! Twitter chat here I come #macrosw
Valerie Alvarez @Valerie74984075
Valerie-BSW Senior checking in for Social Policy from FGCU #MacroSW

mera jawad @MeraJawad
Hi, I am Mera Jawad, a BSW student and my #SWK4999 class is participating in the Chat tonight #MacroSW

Hector Avila @Havila44
Hector from CSUSM #MacroSW

Laura Morales @_Lmorales24
Hello Everyone... Laura Morales from FGCU Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/VRGIpUsC6m

Emily @emvlzqz
Hi all! Graduate social work student at #CSUSM #MacroSW

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
Molly from FGCU's social policy class checking in #MacroSW

Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1
Hey all! excited to start this live twitter chat with so many future social workers #MacroSW

Sherlyna Hanna @SherlynaHanna
Hey everyone! I’m Sherlyna Hanna, a BSW senior from FGCU! #macrosw

SWmsilva @SWmsilva
Hi, Michelle MSW student from CSU San marcos! #macrosw
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ashley @ashleyleyvaa</td>
<td>Ready for #macrosw 😊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NikaSW @nika_sw</td>
<td>Hey! Nika here, MSW student from Dr. Young's class. #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly Hopper @carly_hopper</td>
<td>Please excuse the extra tweeting, joining the #MacroSW chat shortly 😊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly Hopper @carly_hopper</td>
<td>Carly Hopper, BSW Social Policy student at Florida Gulf Coast University, checking in for the #MacroSW chat! <a href="https://t.co/kCYKwz6Cv8">https://t.co/kCYKwz6Cv8</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonor Donayre @donayre_leonor</td>
<td>Hi My name is Leonor from CSUSM MSW #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers</td>
<td>I'm Deana Ayers, a BSW junior from the University of North Texas #MacroSW <a href="https://t.co/jDQzyDoyci">https://t.co/jDQzyDoyci</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mera jawad @MeraJawad</td>
<td>#MacroSW #SWK4999 University of Detroit Mercy SW Students 👋</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artyia Millhouse @artyia95</td>
<td>Hello everybody, My name is Artyia Millhouse I am a pre-social work student at the University of Detroit Mercy participating in tonight's twitter chat. #MacroSW #SWK4999 😊</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
It's time for #MacroSW chat and I'm not sure who is joining from @OfficialMacroSW tonight. @karenzgoda are you there???

Samantha Chico @mswsamantha
Samantha from CSUSM! #MacroSW

Carlos Moreno @yUhatin4
LOS from CSUSM #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Welcome to #MacroSW!!!! https://t.co/9Ipbux23mg

Tatiana Perilla @TatianaPerill18
Hello! I'm Tatiana and am an MSW student from Utah State. #MacroSW

Valentina Heather @valtheather
Hi! My names Valentina Heather from CSUSM. #macrosw https://t.co/sZjqKHC3Kp

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to #MacroSW!!!! https://t.co/9Ipbux23mg

Isabel @Isabel_MSW
Isabel from Cal State San Marcos! Hello 😊 #macrosw

AMSW @ANGEMSW
Hi everyone, Angelica here. I am a student at CSUSM #MacroSW
Wendy Mendoza @WendyMe07732961
Hey everyone, my name is Wendy, MSW student at CSUSM #macrosw

Kris @SocialwerkKB
Hey peeps im Kristina B. from csusm MSW program #MacroSW

Rascal @Rascal27650579
Jimmy from CSUSM #MacroSW

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003
Hello everyone! My name is Michelle Bishop I am currently a BSW Senior at Florida Gulf Coast University - Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood
Ready for this!!! #MacroSW

Audrey @audreymsw
I'm Audrey, MSW student from Cal State San Marcos #MacroSW

Georgia @Georgia26463576
#macrosw #csusmsw looking forward to the chat

SM4SW📱 @sm4sw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to #MacroSW!!!! https://t.co/9lbpux23mg

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
RT @yUhatin4: LOS from CSUSM #MacroSW
Daniela R @Daniela56027845
Hi all, I'm Daniela MSW from CSUSM #MacroSW 9 hours ago

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
Hello everyone, Alex BSW from FGCU now joining the twitter chat tonight! #MacroSW 9 hours ago

Selene Vera @SeleneVera11
Selene, MSW Student @ CSUSM macrosw msw512 9 hours ago

Tanya Carrillo @tanya08carrillo
Hello my name is Tanya Carrillo checking in from FGCU #MacroSW 9 hours ago

AraseliMSW @araseli604
I'm ready! macrosw csusmsw 9 hours ago

Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz
Hello, my name is Manuel Diaz from FGCU macrosw 9 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
👋👋👋 MacroSW 9 hours ago

Kailey Raines @kailey_raines
Hi, im Kailey and at CSUSM MacroSW 9 hours ago

Eileen @Eileen17T
Hi everyone! Tweeting from csusmsw macroSW 9 hours ago

Justin B. @gonesurfing4
Hi everyone, My name is Justin, MSW student in Dr. Young's class macrosw 9 hours ago
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JimmySW: It's time for #MacroSW chat and I'm not sure who is joining from @OfficialMacroSW tonight. @karenzgoda are you there???

Alexis Armstead @lexiipapii
Hello my name is Alexis Armstead checking in for social policy class at FGCU #MacroSW

AshleyBrookeWise @abrooke1210
Hello! Ashley Wise BSW Fgcu senior checking in 🙋‍♀️ #macrossw

Kaley @kaleybond01
Hi everyone! I'm Kaley from CSUSM :) #macrossw

Alyssa Mosher @AlyssaMosher4
Hi just checking in! My name’s Alyssa Mosher and I am a senior at Florida Gulf Coast University in the BSW program. #MacroSW

Arlette @ArletteSanch20
Hello everyone. I'm Arlette from CSUSM #MacroSW

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85
Hi! Lindsey Chudzik here from FGCU signing in for the twitter chat this evening #macrossw

B A I L E Y @baileyspenlauu
Hello everyone! My name is Bailey Spenlau I am currently a BSW Senior at Florida Gulf Coast University - Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat.

Ky @kyky9020
#macrossw Hey Guys! from @CSUSM MSW!!! <3 <3 <3
SWMxHameed @HameedSw
Lets go! Sormeh Here #MacroSW https://t.co/lkbqeomPwg

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to #MacroSW!!!! https://t.co/9Ipbux23mg

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
Ashley, MSW student from CSU, San Marcos ☀ #macrosw

NiloSW @NiloSW
Hi everyone! I'm Nilo, MSW student at CSU San Marcos! #macrosw

Emily Harrelson @harrelson_emily
Hello everyone! Emily here from Florida Gulf Coast University checking in for #MacroSW

Maddy Brokman @BrokmanMaddy
Hi everyone! :) Maddy with CSUSM #macroSW

Erica @Erica26199296
Hey y'all. #MacroSW

Kristina Powell @Kristin73536683
Hey guys, my name is Kristina and I am from CSUSM. #MacroSW

AraseliMSW @araseli604
Hi, Araseli from #csusmsw #macrosw

Ryan Ronquillo @RyanR0007
howdy #macrosw
DulceAB @DulceAB7
Hi I am Dulce from Cal State San Marcos #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Britney Carbajal @BritneyCarbajal
Waiting for this live twitter chat kinda feels like waiting for New Years lol. Looking forward to chatting about Robert Reich’s work. #MacroSW #csusmsw

9 hours ago

Morgan Wells @morgantwells
Hi everyone! My name is Morgan Wells and I’m a BSW Social Policy student at Florida Gulf Coast University, checking in for the #MacroSW chat!

9 hours ago

Georgia @Georgia26463576
#macrosw Hi, my name is Georgia Panagiotou, grad student from Cal State San Marcos, MSW program.

9 hours ago

Pao @Pa_SW90
Hi, I'm Paola MSW student from CSUSM #macroSW

9 hours ago

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood
Hey all, I'm Hailey from CSUSM! #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Okay. Welcome the chat everyone. Let’s take a minute to introduce ourselves. I’m Dr. Young from #CSUSMSW #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw
Hi everyone this is Esmeralda. I’m an MSW student from CSUSM #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: 👋👋👋 #MacroSW https://t.co/NsbDkKThbH

9 hours ago
Jennifer Arroyo @arroyo_yah
Hello (: jenni here, MSW student from Cal State San Marcos! Nice to meet you all! 😊 #macrosw

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia
Maria Cisneros from FGCU Social Policy checking in for the #MacroSW chat.

taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilaniii
Taylor from CSUSM Masters in Social Work. Nice to meet everyone! #macrosw https://t.co/Jl5LBgOkkm

brenda @baguayo2020
Hey future social workers! Im Brenda MSW candidate studying at Cal State San Marcos! Go Cougars! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/xDXgLqamZ #MacroSW

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @JimmySW: Okay. Welcome the chat everyone. Let’s take a minute to introduce ourselves. I’m Dr. Young from #CSUSMSW #MacroSW https://t.co...

Séphora Saint Pierre @sephorasp
Hey everyone I’m Sephora from FGCU joining the #macrosw chat 😊

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JimmySW: Okay. Welcome the chat everyone. Let’s take a minute to introduce ourselves. I’m Dr. Young from #CSUSMSW #MacroSW https://t.co...
Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
Hello everyone. My name is Batoul, and I am a senior in the social work program at the University of Detroit Mercy. I will be participating in tonight's macro chat. #MacroSW #SWK4999

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/NDFPljlAaw If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/cGm8U6JJ2z #MacroSW

Dee06x2 @dee06x2
Hi my name is Diana. I am checking in. I am a student from FGCU. #macrosw

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
#MacroSW https://t.co/BOAfDNzvdq

Gavin @KaleoDOTSW
Aloha everyone! Kaleo, MSW student at @CSUSM macrosw

taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilaniii
@BritneyCarbajal Seriously! I'm like what is going on! & the tweet chat doesn't work :( #macrosw

bbradt @brooke72562781
Hi everyone! My name is Brooke, MSW student from UB. This is my first twitter chat! #MacroSW

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Wow. Already seeing lots of students here for the chat. Fantastic!!! #MacroSW
ashley torres @ashley_bird78
Hello #macrosw, excited to get our tweets on!
https://t.co/YAQS5BapWM

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Our #MacroSW chat partners are @karenzgoda @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @porndaughter & chat contributor @alyssalotmore @PraxisPod

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
Hi #macrosw! @nancy_kusmaul, assistant professor @umbc @mdsocialwork and #macrosw regular.

Anastasia Beaverhausen @AnastasiatheSW
Let’s do this! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/NDFPIjlAaw If you are new to Macro #socialw...

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/xDXgDLqamZ #MacroSW

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/NDFPIjlIaaw If you are new to Macro #socialw...

Lily @lilyjavier0108
Hello everyone, my name is Lily and I am in the Master's in Social program in CSUSM #macrosw
SWmsilva @SWmsilva
@JimmySW We out here! #MacroSW

Becky @Becky55238155
Becky here from Dr. Young’s class #macrosw

living out loud ✨ @ty_hotcommodity
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/xDXgDLqamZ #MacroSW

Melanie Hunt @melanienhunt
Hi all, I am Melanie a student at CSUSM! #macrosw

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
Hello All, my name is Keiara. I am currently pursuing my masters in Business and Social Work at the University at Buffalo #macrosw

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Good Evening from the great state of Michigan! Dr. Joiner checking in with my #SWK4999 class, SWK Ethics & Digital Advocacy. It’s great to see so many new students participating! #MacroSW

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
Hi! Can’t wait for the twitter chat to start! #macrosw

Lucretia @lulu00115987
Hello, I am Lucretia an MSW student from CSUSM. 👋 #Macrosw

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
Hi all! Tom Felke, Department Chair at Florida Gulf Coast University, checking in for #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Let's keep going with introductions! #MacroSW
https://t.co/MMRBRtwn4T

9 hours ago

SocialWorkAF @SocialWorkAF
Hi everyone! Anthony from CSUSM here, ready to get my #macrosw chat on!

9 hours ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ashley_bird78: Hello #macrosw, excited to get our tweets on! https://t.co/YAQS5BapWM

9 hours ago

Laurie Andrews @Powerhousemaidn
Hi my name is Laurie and I am student of prof Young:) #macrosw

9 hours ago

Sandra @SandiiiAT
Hello this is Sandra from CSUSM #MacroSW
https://t.co/bTdUDJyUdr

9 hours ago

Madeleine Jones @MadeleineP_SW
Hi, my name is Madeleine and I am a MSW student from Utah State University. #MacroSW

9 hours ago

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
Ready for this live #macrosw https://t.co/OtyNQfg0H1

9 hours ago

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
My name is Megan and I'm from FGCU, senior getting my BSW. #macrosw

9 hours ago

Jordan Lyman Dye @JordanLymanDye
I'm Jordan Dye, 1st MSW student at Utah State University. #MacroSW

9 hours ago
Shelly @ShellYa_002
Hello, I'm Shelly, 1st year MSW student at Cal State San Marcos #macrosw

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood
Let’s talk Macro SW!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/hK5HFjBBL9

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Let’s get started with our first question. #MacroSW

Leonor Donayre @donayre_leonor
I feel like such a millennial right now #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@OfficialMacroSW Hello! Tiffany here. Excited to start chatting
#inequalityforall. Movie was great! Gained better understanding of
the economic and politically reasons behind the wealth gap
#MacroSW #SWK4999

ashley torres @ashley_bird78
Hi my name is Ashley! MSW student at CSUSM #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Let’s keep going with introductions!
#MacroSW https://t.co/MMRBRtwn4T

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SocWrkDoc: Hi all! Tom Felke, Department Chair at Florida
Gulf Coast University, checking in for #MacroSW

NiloSW @NiloSW
@JimmySW we're so excited #macrosw https://t.co/cwht5OLFJ8
SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @JimmySW: Let’s get started with our first question.
#MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW chat partners are
@karenzgoda @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg
@SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @pornda...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @CyberSocialWork: Good Evening from the great state of
Michigan! Dr. Joiner checking in with my #SWK4999 class, SWK
Ethics & Digital Adv...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TFlower29170309: @OfficialMacroSW Hello! Tiffany here.
Excited to start chatting #inequalityforall. Movie was great!
Gained better unde...

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @NiloSW: @JimmySW we’re so excited #macrosw
https://t.co/cwht5OLFJ8

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Q1: What’s happening today in terms of distribution of wealth?
Why’s it happening? What do you see happening & what are the
causes? #MacroSW https://t.co/hcGHeXQ3Et

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Reminder: use #MacroSW in all your tweets or we won’t be able to
see your comments! https://t.co/FcaWTo1e2k
Tatiana Perilla @TatianaPerill18 @JordanLymanDye Welcome Jordan! I'm glad you made it to the #macrosw party!

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul RT @NiloSW: @JimmySW we're so excited #macrosw https://t.co/cwht5OLFJ8

Erica @Erica26199296 RT @NiloSW: @JimmySW we're so excited #macrosw https://t.co/cwht5OLFJ8

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer @OfficialMacroSW Richard from Millersville University MSW. These live chats keep getting better each week. #MacroSW

carlos moreno @yUhatin4 #MacroSW https://t.co/5lpk3LE1kZ

Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1 love it #MacroSW

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW RT @OfficialMacroSW: Reminder: use #MacroSW in all your tweets or we won't be able to see your comments! https://t.co/FcaWTo1e2k

SM4SW 📲 @sm4sw RT @JimmySW: Q1: What's happening today in terms of distribution of wealth? Why's it happening? What do you see happening & what are the ca...
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 9 hours ago
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Reminder: use #MacroSW in all your tweets or we won't be able to see your comments!
https://t.co/FcaWTo1e2k

Adilene Cordova @AdileneCordov11 9 hours ago
Hi everyone my name is Adilene I'm a student at Cal San Marcos #MacroSW

Ky @kyky9020 9 hours ago
#macrosw https://t.co/1jDDHrrKsK

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 9 hours ago
RT @ShannonHovanes1: love it #MacroSW
https://t.co/XvMeanwDoc

Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna 9 hours ago
We currently have a top 1% of wealth distribution. All of the most wealthy people in that 1% have more wealth than the sum of the other 99%. #MacroSW

Kaley @kaleybond01 9 hours ago
@JimmySW Today wealth isn't being distributed fairly, in accordance with inflation. The rich get richer, and the workers supporting and doing all the handiwork are struggling to make ends meet #macrosw

Tatiana Perilla @TatianaPerill18 9 hours ago
@JimmySW I recently read The Broken Ladder and learned that the rich are getting richer while the poor are staying just as poor. This isn't a new trend either. #MacroSW

RT @NiloSW: @JimmySW we're so excited #macrosw https://t.co/cwht5OLFJ8

A1. The wealthiest 1% of Americans own 40% of the country's total wealth. In my personal opinion, a lot of that wealth inequality is not only class, but also age. Younger people tend to have a lot of debt and not much savings, meaning they have negative wealth. #macrosw

A1 #macrosw https://t.co/hBa0CEcZ1t

Karen here outside Boston, social worker & #MacroSW founder, and my brain currently has too many tabs open. https://t.co/rVNgVFqFH2

Q1). The gap in wealth is getting bigger meaning the wealth is not being distributed equally. “The rich are getting richer and the poor are getting poorer”. Inequality has grown out of proportion. #MacroSW

A1: wealth is distributed unevenly! It’s happening because the ‘fat cats’ are taking it. I see that they are not putting their money back into the economy. And there is no longer a large middle class when there needs to be!! #MacroSW
Christopher Thomas @cdt133
A1: We are seeing wealth being distributed upward at an increasing and nearly unprecedented rate. Conservative policies on all levels are applying downward economic pressure to the middle and lower class and transferring that money to the richest Americans. #macrosw

Kristina Powell @Kristin73536683
@AdileneCordov11 Hey Adi!! #macrosw https://t.co/KVvtmoeXSH

Dee06x2 @dee06x2
RT @SherlynaHanna: A1. The wealthiest 1% of Americans own 40% of the country's total wealth. In my personal opinion, a lot of that wealth i...

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @GraeffJenna: We currently have a top 1% of wealth distribution. All of the most wealthy people in that 1% have more wealth than the sum...

K Walker @KWalker64555742
@OfficialMacroSW Karan Buffalo, NY MSW student University at Buffalo #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
#macrosw A1: Wealth distribution is getting wider- the rich have more and the poor have less, relatively speaking.

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
@JimmySW A1: The distribution of wealth is mainly going to the top 1 percent of a population in America, it's happening because wealth leads to more influence over our political leaders. It's happening because many people are satisfied with the status quo #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @yUhatin4: #MacroSW https://t.co/5lpk3LE1kZ

Morgan @mmkenney6268
A1. Distribution of wealth today is very unequal. The distribution of wealth is skewed to a limited amount of people. This is happening bc wealth is a form of power. #MacroSW

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
A1: In today's society this distribution of wealth is continuously being concentrated in the wealthy, those with power and high positions. This continues to happen because as consumers we put our money where our mouth is and create the demand for these.. #MacroSW

Alondra @ammelendez3387
RT @RyanR0007: A1 #macrosw https://t.co/hBa0CEcZ1t

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @SherlynaHanna: A1. The wealthiest 1% of Americans own 40% of the country's total wealth. In my personal opinion, a lot of that wealth i...

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
I can finally say @ me , respectfully 😅 #macrosw

Kris @SocialwerkKB
A1: the wealth in america is being unequally distributed to the top 1%. Meanwhile majority of americans are struggling #MacroSW

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney
RT @kaleybond01: @JimmySW Today wealth isn't being distributed fairly, in accordance with inflation. The rich get richer, and the workers
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JimmySW: Q1: What's happening today in terms of distribution of wealth? Why's it happening? What do you see happening & what are the ca...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SherlynaHanna: A1. The wealthiest 1% of Americans own 40% of the country's total wealth. In my personal opinion, a lot of that wealth i...

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @kailey_raines: A1: wealth is distributed unevenly! It's happening because the ‘fat cats’ are taking it. I see that they are not putting...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @NiloSW: @JimmySW we're so excited #macrosw https://t.co/cwht5OLFJ8

Kaley @kaleybond01
@kailey_raines Agreed! #macrosw

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo
@JimmySW A1: The distribution of wealth has been proven to be incredibly uneven causing vast differences among socioeconomic status. #macrosw

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia
The sad truth is that the rich are getting richer while the poor are staying just as poor. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @donayre_leonor: I feel like such a millennial right now #MacroSW

SWMxHameed @HameedSw
mood #MacroSW https://t.co/M4Fqa6xLJ7

9 hours ago

NiloSW @NiloSW
@JimmySW there is an inequality in the distribution of wealth! Technology and globalization are two causes! Robots are taking jobs that humans used to have! Also the rich are becoming richer and the poor are becoming poorer! #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper
RT @RyanR0007: A1 #macrosw https://t.co/hBa0CEcZ1t

9 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ashleyleyvaa: Ready for this live #macrosw https://t.co/OtyNQfg0H1

9 hours ago

taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilaniii
A1: The distribution of wealth is continuing to have a larger gap between those in poverty and the 1%, & the middle class is shrinking. I don't think we see this happening unless we look closely. The 1% just keeps getting richer and the poor poorer #macrosw #csusmsw

9 hours ago

Pao @Pa_SW90
A1: Major cause of the persistence of inequality is POLICY. There is a broken contract. Our government no longer represents our interests but rather the elite #macroSW

9 hours ago

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
A1) The distribution of wealth is widening rather than shortening. The top 1% of the US owns 50% of the total wealth. The american system is set up so that those at the bottom stay there while those at the top keep moving up. #MacroSW

9 hours ago
Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
A1: the CEOs and overall upper-class citizens are enjoying increased wages and a steady flow of money, while the employees of these CEOs and the lower-class society experienced a relatively stagnant flow of income, and sometimes even a decrease. #MacroSw #swk4999

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers
A1: The rich are getting richer and the rest of us are getting screwed. Between the cost of health care, higher education, and everything else required to increase quality of life and build wealth, it's impossible for anyone but the exorbitantly wealthy to get ahead. #MacroSW

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood
Wealth distribution is not balanced in our society. Low wages, exploitation of disadvantaged populations, and a lack of knowledge of the problem are a few possible causes. #MacroSW

keri @keriswsandiego
A1: There is no "trickle down" the redistribution of wealth is only among the top 1%. #macrosw

Isabel @Isabel_MSW
A1: The gap between the rich and the poor is getting wider due to a number of reasons. With capitalism & governmental policies that foster economic inequality & injustice, more people are living paycheck to paycheck, finding it difficult to obtain a comfortable living. #macrosw

Becky @Becky55238155
The top 1% are getting richer and the rest can't keep up. The gap is widening and it’s hurting the overall economy. #macrosw
kjhedberg @kjhedberg
A1: We are seeing what is being called a rich vs. everyone else gap, and more of a wealth vs. actual income gap. It’s happening for a lot of reasons, but it begins with government decisions that benefit the upper income individuals as well as government paid employees #macroSW

Justin B. @gonesurfing4
A1: The gap between the rich and poor keeps growing, and most alarming is the difference in wealth between the top .01% and the rest of us. This partially a result of structural (regulations, economic policies, taxes) failure and unchecked ideology #macrosw https://t.co/RzO4476WsG

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
A1. Unfortunately it’s a case of the richest only getting richer while the lower class stays stagnant. This is partly due to inflation and partly due to a gap in education availability. #macrosw

Eileen @Eileen17T
A1: The middle class keeps the economy going but nobody is looking out for the average middle class worker. The rich are accumulating their wealth creating a bigger unequal distribution #macroSW

Maddy Brokman @BrokmanMaddy
A1: Only a small portion of people are holding onto a large portion of the wealth, and have so much money they cannot spend it fast enough for it to recirculate into the economy #macroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Hello #MacroSW peeps! Popping in while on a call tonight. Hope everyone is enjoying Spring!
Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1
I was so surprised when the income gap was shown through one of the graphs and how the wage split dramatically at 1970's and continue today #MacroSW

Nica_SW @sw_nica
I’m Efren at CSUSM #MacroSW

NikaSW @nika_sw
@TatianaPerill18 @JimmySW and it's the middle class who suffers the most #macroSW

CaitlinRedmond @CaitlinRedmon11
@JimmySW Large corporations are putting profit above all #MacroSW

Madeleine Jones @MadeleineP_SW
A1. The rich are becoming richer and the poor are staying where they are at. The rich are able to benefit off of investments because they have disposable income and while both benefit from a rich economy the rich benefit at a faster rate. #MacroSW

Georgia @Georgia26463576
#macrosw please comment to my tweet that someone has indeed seen it...

Ryan Ronquillo @RyanR0007
In other words, unfortunately I don’t feel as though much has changed since the movie. The rich keep getting richer #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @wilson_keiara: A1: In today's society this distribution of wealth is continuously being concentrated in the wealthy, those with power a...
Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
A1: Continued... I see the patterns of history repeating, the causes are the capitalist mindset, having things readily available, having everything at hands. we are created the demand for certain jobs that remain in the hands of those who control the most wealth #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mmkenney6268: A1. Distribution of wealth today is very unequal. The distribution of wealth is skewed to a limited amount of people. Th...

Kris @SocialwerkKB
#MacroSW https://t.co/iNovzuW3pr

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer @JimmySW @OfficialMacroSW A1. The majority of those that are the wealthiest are much older and have spent a lifetime accruing that wealth. Comparing 20-30yr old in the bottom 70-80% to a 60+yr old in the top 1-20%, is not a proper measurement. #MacroSW

Ky @kyky9020
The top 1% has basically all of the $ they don't spend or put money back in the economy as the middle class does- but no one is focusing on the middle class! we are the ones that hold this economy up! We are the ones spending/supporting the economy. #MacroSW #middleclassrepresent

Alondra @ammelendez3387
A1) The gap in wealth distribution is getting wider. The rich keep getting richer while the poor are struggling. The middle class isn’t like it once was. #MacroSW
Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
https://t.co/NdUQd0njmr #MacroSW

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
A1. The wealthiest Americans own almost half of the countries total wealth which causes inequalities in our socioeconomic classes. #MacroSW

AMSW @ANGEMSW
@JimmySW What is happening today in terms of distribution of wealth is that many people in the United States are struggling financially. Most of the money if not all of the economic wealth is going to the top 1%. #MacroSW

Britney Carbajal @BritneyCarbajal
Q1: wealth is increasingly unequally getting distributed. I wonder if it's a disconnect between the 1% (high stakeholders, leads of companies, etc.) and the rest of us. More division and misunderstandings between groups is def happening. #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@karenzgoda That's a lot of foxes 🦊 #macrosw 👍

Samantha Chico @mswsamantha
A1: unfortunately you can't spend what you don't have. When the top 1% has it all and isn't spending it makes it harder for anyone else to. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Welcome students and educators from @USocialWork @CSUSM!! What other schools and states are with us tonight?? #macrosw
https://t.co/HAUcg3RWVF
Deisy @graciadeisy95
Hi everyone! My name is Deisy, I’m a MSW student from Cal State San Marcos #MacroSW

Danielle Mannion @DanielleMannio3
A-1 Wealth is currently only being distributed to one percent of the nation. This is happening because the working middle class do not have a say in wages or how government decides to distribute the wealth that is being generated. #MacroSW

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
A1. What's happening today in regards of wealth distribution is that the wealth distribution is increasing rather than the distributing equally. The rich are getting richer the poor are getting poorer. Basically working harder and see no raise. #MacroSW

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A1 the wealth gap is growing, meaning that the wealthy 1% are increasing their wealth much faster than they have in the past. There isn't as much financial growth occurring in the working class. #macrosw

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
A1: It's also happening because most Americans still believe we live in a meritocracy and blame the poor for their own misfortunes #MacroSW

tometria jackson @TometriaJ
@JimmySW I think the influence of money in politics is a contributor #MacroSW
donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
A1: we live in an Oligarchy. The top 1% have all of the wealth. The rest of us share what is left over #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Welcome back Tom!! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ashley_bird78: Hello #macrosw, excited to get our tweets on! https://t.co/YAQS5BapWM

Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavarel1
@JimmySW The very wealthy have taken advantage of tax loopholes and lobbied for favorable legislation while at the same time convincing the middle class that the reason their money is worth less is because of poor people receiving handouts and affirmative action. #MacroSW

Alyssa Mosher @AlyssaMosher4
A1.) Causes are said to be after economy crashes. When income became more concentrated in fewer hands and what these groups of people did in how they handled and invested their finances during these times is what influenced financial wealth and our distribution today. #MacroSW

ryphamMU @MuRypham
@JimmySW A1. The distribution of wealth is remaining in the top 1% and not trickling down. This is occurring due to different tax breaks or reforms. We see individuals struggling to make ends meat despite working 100 plus hours. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @DonaldRohrman: A1: we live in an Oligarchy. The top 1% have all of the wealth. The rest of us share what is left over #MacroSW
SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome students and educators from @USocialWork @CSUSM!! What other schools and states are with us tonight?? #macros...

AMSW @ANGEMSW
@JimmySW Their is an economic struggle due to technology as well because people are losing their jobs because people are now consuming online, which causes stores to close down and people losing employment #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @BonnieLynn1303: A1 the wealth gap is growing, meaning that the wealthy 1% are increasing their wealth much faster than they have in the...

Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1
I would also add that the poor are not only staying poor but increasingly becoming poorer. Taking inflation and benefits being taken away as well #MacroSW

Dee06x2 @dee06x2
Yes! Completely agree with your answer #macrosw

NinaN @NinaN35519745
@JimmySW Q1. The distribution is not even and the rich are getting richer. The working class is contributing to the wealth but is getting very little in return. #macrosw

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
A1: We live in a modern day feudalistic society #MacroSW
TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@JimmySW A1: Since 1970 it has become drastically unequal. The middle class is suffering greatly. The biggest problem is the wealthy are not being properly taxed. #MacroSW #SWK4999

Ky @kyky9020
:-/ #macrosw https://t.co/Nl4ygnllzF

Jordan Lyman Dye @JordanLymanDye
A1: The Broken Ladder by Kieth Payne is a great book on the topic. The wealth gap at least appears to be getting larger. People are comparing a lot. That is part of the problem. #MacroSW

Rascal @Rascal27650579
People who are rich getting richer; however, people who are trying to get more income need to pay a few more taxes than those who have more income (according to the film) but, there might be more things we do not know... #MacroSW

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
University of Detroit Mercy (MI). #MacroSW

Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley
What is happening today in terms of distribution of wealth? The distribution of wealth is definitely not evenly distributed because poverty is still an issues. Why is it happening? The poor stay poor and the rich stay rich. #macrosw

Nica_SW @sw_nica
A1: The wealth of those on the top 20 % in America is plain ridiculous. We need people that can advocate at the top for the middle class. #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Students grab this great resource for your papers! #MacroSW

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw
A:1 The income gap has become larger and continues to grow with the top 1% making over half of the income from the entire U.S. population. Two major causes for the income gap are globalization and the use of technology. People are utilizing services such as Amazon.#MacroSW

Hector Avila @Havila44
Q1. The wealth distribution benefits the 1%. Meaning the people that fall in the 1% have more money than the entire 99%(US) #MacroSW

Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz
A1: Today the distribution of wealth in the country is inequality shared. Today an increasing gap between wealthy persons and the working class is growing #macrosw

Emily @emvlzqz
The divide between rich and poor is growing dramatically. Which is not something new. While the middle class put money into the economy with taxes and spending the top 1% is not spending as much and putting into the economy #MacroSW

TFowers @TFlower29170309
RT @JimmySW: Q1: What’s happening today in terms of distribution of wealth? Why’s it happening? What do you see happening & what are the ca...

valentinaheather @valtheather
A1: Distribution of wealth is spread unevenly. The top is pulling away rapidly from the rest. #macrosw
SocialWorkAF @SocialWorkAF
@Pa_SW90 So true! All of the other factors pale in comparison to this one. Until we remove the corporate interests behind big money political donations, it will be hard to return to a time when politicians voted for what was in the best interest of the COUNTRY as a whole #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @RyanR0007: In other words, unfortunately I don't feel as though much has changed since the movie. The rich keep getting richer #macrosw

Kaley @kaleybond01
RT @kyky9020: :-/ #macrosw https://t.co/Nl4ygnIIzF

mera jawad @MeraJawad
A1. Wealth is determined by the accumulation of possessions and financial claims. The distribution of this wealth depends on the social status and economic status of individuals. There is inequality within the distribution of wealth. #SWK4999 #MacroSW

Valerie Alvarez @Valerie74984075
RT @NinaN35519745: @JimmySW Q1. The distribution is not even and the rich are getting richer. The working class is contributing to the weal...

NikaSW @nika_sw
yep. The United States is a consumer-driven with 70% of the economy being dependent on consumer spending...sooo when the power of spending lowers, the economy will fail. We can't sustain long term on massive debt. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Georgia26463576 🔵🔴🔵 #MacroSW
AraseliMSW @araseli604
@JimmySW In terms of wealth distribution we are seeing an uneven distribution of wealth where the top 1% are receiving a greater amount of wealth compared to the bottom 99%. This issue has made it difficult for a middle class in the U.S to thrive #macrosw #csusmsw

Carlos Moreno @yUhatin4
He explains it best #MacroSW https://t.co/71BcTHVvNo

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShannonHovanes1: I was so surprised when the income gap was shown through one of the graphs and how the wage split dramatically at 1970...

Maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia
A1. the distribution of wealth is not a ‘rich-poor’ gap opening up, but a ‘rich-everyone else’ gap. The top are pulling away from the rest, and the very top are pulling away even faster. #MacroSW

Jennifer Arroyo @arroyo_yah
@JimmySW In terms of distribution of wealth it is not being distributed evenly.. As we have seen the rich just keep getting richer while the low income and middle class try their best to make ends meet. Some of the main causes are increases in rent/food. #macrosw

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood
Scary to look at wealth distribution visually. #MacroSW
Leonor Donayre @donayre_leonor 9 hours ago
@JimmySW A1 There is an unequal distribution of wealth. Corporations have infiltrated our government and advocate for their benefits. It is easier to blame the poor for being poor than to say there is something intrinsically wrong with our government #macroSW https://t.co/S2AtD6lSNQ

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper 9 hours ago
A1- The top 1% are receiving most of the wealth causing a large gap between rich and poor. Leaving the poor with absolutely no room for growth. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 9 hours ago
RT @gonesurfing4: A1: The gap between the rich and poor keeps growing, and most alarming is the difference in wealth between the top .01% a...

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow 9 hours ago
A1. The cause is the way the rules have build in the way it has fallen into place. Forgot to answer that peace of question:D #MacroSW

keri @keriswsandiego 9 hours ago
@DanielleMannio3 @DanielleMannio3 How did we lose our voice, and how do we get it back? #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 9 hours ago
RT @kjhedberg: A1: We are seeing what is being called a rich vs. everyone else gap, and more of a wealth vs. actual income gap. it's happe...
taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilanii
A1: We continue to live in a individualistic society that enforces the need of our own over the needs of everyone #macrosw https://t.co/6PKUkDk70Y

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @CyberSocialWork: University of Detroit Mercy (MI). #MacroSW https://t.co/cBFq6W1oop

Shelly @ShellYa_002
A1. the wealthy have bought their way into the system that regulates the injustices we are currently experiencing. one way they divert attention is by finding ways to keep disadvantaged population fighting against each other instead of looking at the root of the issue #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @haileyhollywood: Wealth distribution is not balanced in our society. Low wages, exploitation of disadvantaged populations, and a lack o...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @JimmySW: Q1: What's happening today in terms of distribution of wealth? Why's it happening? What do you see happening & what are the ca...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JordanLymanDye: A1: The Broken Ladder by Kieth Payne is a great book on the topic. The wealth gap at least appears to be getting larger...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @artyia95: A1: the CEOs and overall upper-class citizens are enjoying increased wages and a steady flow of money, while the employees o...

Erica @Erica26199296
The wealth of America is mostly being distributed to the top 1%
#MacroSW

Gianina B @GianinaB_
A1: Wealth is not being distributed evenly. The rich are getting richer, and the poor are staying poor. #MacroSW

Isabel @Isabel_MSW
"The pleasures of the mighty are obtained by the tears of the poor." - Samuel Richardson #macrosw

Gavin @KaleoDOTSW
A1: as the distribution of wealth continues to increase for the top 20 percent of America's money makers, the other 80% is not able to keep up. #macrosw

Laurie Andrews @Powerhousemaidn
A1 There is an unequal distribution of wealth that is skewed toward the wealthy. Trickle down economics is not working. As stated in film, we need middle out economics. The middle class is being squeezed out by technology, greed, & policies that favor the rich. #macrosw

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
#MacroSW https://t.co/yblV4PND8P
Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
A1: In terms of wealth distribution, the disparity between the individuals at the top and bottom is broadening. The causes include aspects such as government policy. Furthermore, this is because of greed and trickle down economics. #MacroSW #SWK4999

Gianina B @GianinaB_
Not everyone has the same access to resources, nor the same opportunities. #MacroSW

NiloSW @NiloSW
@EsmeMsw so true, Esme! In addition, Amazon makes so much money but does not pay their employees a living wage! This contributes to the gap as well! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @M0lly_J3an: https://t.co/NdUQd0njmr #MacroSW

Séphora Saint Pierre @sephorasp
@JimmySW @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @haileyhollywood: Scary to look at wealth distribution visually. #MacroSW https://t.co/QQTszFz00i

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
Excuse the extra tweets for the next hour. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
These student answers are 🔥🔥🔥 #macrosw https://t.co/ry4CaO4IED
Daniela R @Daniela56027845  
A1: When it comes to our distribution of wealth we are at the 1% in result of the rich keep getting richer and the poor keep getting poor. #MacroSW

AshleyBrookeWise @abrooke1210  
A1 with distribution of wealth the wealthy are still remaining and middle class are struggling, while lower class are finding it harder to move out of poverty. #macrosw

Katie Brunco @KatieBrunco  
Q1: Distribution of wealth is becoming increasingly separated because globalization and automation are reducing middle-class wages. #MacroSW

Kate Elena @KateElena1  
A1: There is an ever widening gap between those living within the middle class and those with the most wealth. While the wealth at the top continues to rise everyone else stagnates or declines as the cost of living increases. #macrosw

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney  
RT @yUhatin4: #MacroSW https://t.co/ybIV4PND8P

ashley torres @ashley_bird78  
A1: there is no distribution of wealth! The gap between the top 1% and the middle class is growing more and more. #macrosw

carlos moreno @yUhatin4  
A1: #MacroSW https://t.co/eeEINIOmG
Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448
A1. The wealth in this country is getting disbursed to fewer people. The top class are gaining most of the wealth in this country #macroSW

Kaley @kaleybond01
RT @OfficialMacroSW: These student answers are 🔥🔥🔥 #macrosw https://t.co/ry4CaO4IED

NiloSW @NiloSW
@donayre_leonor @JimmySW #MacroSW https://t.co/cy9T9QW1tz

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: These student answers are 🔥🔥🔥 #macrosw https://t.co/ry4CaO4IED

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood
RT @Isabel_MSW: "The pleasures of the mighty are obtained by the tears of the poor." - Samuel Richardson #macrosw

SWMxHameed @HameedSw
@JimmySW The extreme income inequality is caused by...well....capitalism plus globalization. Its happening systematically and intentionally through policies, exploitation, war, genocide, etc. #MacroSW

Justin B. @gonesurfing4
RT @taylorrleilanii: A1: We continue to live in a individualistic society that enforces the need of our own over the needs of everyone #mac...

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney
RT @OfficialMacroSW: These student answers are 🔥🔥🔥 #macrosw https://t.co/ry4CaO4IED
Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow  
@OfficialMacroSW Hahah Funny!#MacroSW

9 hours ago

AraseliMSW @araseli604  
@JimmySW This is happening due to different types of policies that have been made such as corporations having the same rights as a real person #macrosw #csusmsw

9 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
@sephorasp @JimmySW #MacroSW https://t.co/2ZpWsGgR80

9 hours ago

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090  
@artyia95 Great job! I completely agree with you when you mentioned that the upper class is enjoying increased wages. #MacroSW #SWK4999

9 hours ago

Kyleigh @kyleighannevd  
A1) The economic gap keeps widening and doesn’t allow the lower class to catch up. The middle class seems to be disappearing because of this. #MacroSW

9 hours ago

brenda @baguayo2020  
Keri that is a great way to describe this major issue that is becoming an even BIGGER problem as the years go by @keriswsandiego #macrosw

9 hours ago

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW  
Q2: When do you think inequality becomes a problem? #MacroSW https://t.co/EPARHCR54a

9 hours ago

Gavin @KaleoDOTSW  
https://t.co/KCY4hOgtlo #macrosw

9 hours ago

Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1
RT @HameedSw: @JimmySW The extreme income inequality is caused by...well....capitalism plus globalization. Its happening systematically and...

Hamza Khan @hamzaskhan
RT @SherlynaHanna: A1. The wealthiest 1% of Americans own 40% of the country's total wealth. In my personal opinion, a lot of that wealth i...

keri @keriswsandiego
@Havila44 @Havila44 What happened to the #occupy movement? and why are we, the 99% letting this happen? #macrosw

Lily @lilyjavier0108
A1: The United States is the developed nation who has the most unequal distribution of income. The middle class is going down hill. #macrosw

Wendy Mendoza @WendyMe07732961
A.1- The wealthiest 1% own a majority of the country's wealth, making the distribution of the wealth extremely unequal. Since, the majority of the wealth, is being unequally disbursed, the economy is being severely impacted. #macrosw

K Walker @KWalker64555742
@JimmySW A1: Whats happening is that the top 10% continues to get wealthier. Wealth is needed to acquire wealth. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: University of Detroit Mercy (MI). #MacroSW https://t.co/cBFq6Wloop
Samantha Chico @mswsamantha
#MacroSW https://t.co/ajtXT2jVOU

9 hours ago

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
A1: another reason is that the value placed on the type of work people do, Americans assume that CEO's work 10 times harder than the janitor and therefore deserve to make 400 times more #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
@Batoul9090 Hey Batoul, I totally agree with your tweet 😁! #Macrosw #Swk4999

9 hours ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @GianinaB_: Not everyone has the same access to resources, nor the same opportunities. #MacroSW https://t.co/bNHc0QKF6n

9 hours ago

SWMxHameed @HameedSw
@JimmySW It's never not a problem #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Leonor Donayre @donayre_leonor
@NiloSW @JimmySW damn right! #macroSW

9 hours ago

Erica @SW_Erica14
A1: Th rich continue to become more rich while the poor continue to struggle to get ahead in life. The gap between the 1% and the rest of society continues to grow. #macroSW

9 hours ago

Emily @emvlzqz
RT @NiloSW: @donayre_leonor @JimmySW #MacroSW https://t.co/cy9T9QW1tz

9 hours ago
Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
@OfficialMacroSW @sephorasp I love the Office Memes haha.
#MacroSW

Gianina B @GianinaB_
RT @mswsamantha: #MacroSW https://t.co/ajtXT2jVOU

AMSW @ANGEMSW
@EsmeMsw I agree Esme, due to the fact that many people are losing their jobs due to the increase in technology. For example I am now aware that if one uses the self checkout at a store, there are high chances an employee will lose their job #MacroSW

SM4SW📱 @sm4sw
RT @JimmySW: Q2: When do you think inequality becomes a problem? #MacroSW https://t.co/EPARHCR54a

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
@KateElena1 So true! The modern living expense are increasing rather the income either is staying the same or decreasing! True Tat #MacroSW

Tatiana Perilla @TatianaPerill18
@nika_sw @JimmySW I have trouble agreeing with that only because the middle class don’t have to worry about meeting their basic needs as much as those in poverty do. #MacroSW

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when no one does anything to fight it. As soon as people give in to the rules and just allow the rich to control them, it becomes a problem. #Macrosw #Swk4999
Inequality becomes an issue when the middle-class is barely getting by due to stagnant wages but yet the richest 400 Americans are making more than half the nation. The wealthy invest their money elsewhere so there is not enough spending to keep the economy going strong #MacroSW

When the ability of the wealthy to purchase unfair advantages. For example operation varsity blues college admission scandal. #MacroSW

What I have seen is that the middle class is slowly disappearing and the gap is bigger everyday between the wealthy and the ones considered poor. Most of the wealthy is within 5% of the entire population. #MacroSW

Inequality becomes a problem when the majority vote doesn't matter #macrosw

the CEOs and overall upper-class citizens are enjoying increased wages and a steady flow of money, while the employees o...

Doesn’t seem to be a problem for the people at the top! #MacroSW
SocialWorkAF @SocialWorkAF
A2: I think inequality becomes a problem when the virtuous cycle starts to turn into the vicious cycle. Wages stagnate, unemployment rises, consumers buy less, and investments in education and govt services decrease or stop. #MacroSW

Arlette @ArletteSanch20
A2: When most people can’t afford to spend money in the economy because everything they have is going into rent and bills. Like what's happening right now #macroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SandiiiAT: Inequality becomes an issue when the middle-class is barely getting by due to stagnant wages but yet the richest 400 America...

NikaSW @nika_sw
A2 When it has negative consequences towards upward mobility. When wages for the middle class have been so stagnant that it reduces their purchasing power that drives the economy. #macrosw

mera jawad @MeraJawad
#MacroSW #SWK4999 Well said!!!

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Just landing! I'm Sunya Folayan, chat partner. So glad to be part of this ongoing topic. #MacroSW https://t.co/AR7hWFzAs7

SM4SW📱 @sm4sw
RT @artyia95: A2: Inequality becomes a problem when no one does anything to fight it. As soon as people give in to the rules and just allow...
Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
A2. Inequality becomes a problem when people feel uncomfortable acknowledging that it is an issue. #macrosw

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when the blame is placed on others in the population, when people start pointing the finger and trying to explain why they are not the problem. As a society we are all affected so we are all part of the problem. #MacroSW

Danielle Mannion @DanielleMannio3
The one percent can not sustain the economy because they do not put their money they receive off the hard work of middle America back into the economy. The larger the gap the less money being put back into the hands of the middle class. #MacroSW

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
Inequality becomes a problem when it reduces democracy and puts the political power in the hands of a few #MacroSW

NinaN @NinaN35519745
@JimmySW A2. inequality becomes a problem when it interferes with meeting basic needs. #macrosw

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
Inequality becomes a problem when people are given unfair advantageous disadvantages relative to everyone else #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JimmySW: Q2: When do you think inequality becomes a problem? #MacroSW https://t.co/EPRHCR54a

brenda @baguayo2020
You make such a great point! The exploitation of the vulnerable is a major issue and the problem. @haileyhollywood #macrosw

Audrey @audreymsw
@JimmySW The top 1% of Americans hold a lot of the nation's wealth, are not spending it yet, and continue to accumulate more. Meanwhile the poor continue to get poorer #MacroSW

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo
RT @mswsamantha: #MacroSW https://t.co/ajtXT2jVOU

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003
@JimmySW What is happening in todays distribution of wealth would be global inequality. It is happening due to the distribution of wealth and income. The causes maybe from taxes as well. #MacroSW

Shelly @ShellYa_002
A2. inequality becomes a problem when an organization endorses it as a problem. #macrosw

Kaley @kaleybond01
@JimmySW #macrosw

Katie Brunco @KatieBrunco
A2: Inequality will never not be a problem. When the middle-class cannot continue to afford their way of living they will go further and further into debt. #MacroSW
Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavarel1
@JimmySW There will always be some level of inequality, especially as long as we live in a capitalistic society. At the very least it becomes a problem when billionaires exist at the same time that we have starving children #MacroSW

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A2 Financial inequality becomes a problem when the majority of people in a country cannot get their basic needs met, while the wealthy few who greatly influence law making get their needs met while ensuring they remain wealthy and in power. #macrosw

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
A2. I think that inequality becomes a problem when not all people have the necessities of life to live (i.e.) clean water, food and shelter.) #MacroSW

Hector Avila @Havila44
@yUhatin4 WELL SAID #MacroSW https://t.co/nIXtARjlzY

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@JimmySW A2. When the available resources that help elevate individual's income become inaccessible. #MacroSW

Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley
RT @MeraJawad: #MacroSW #SWK4999 Well said!!! https://t.co/dFMjgWnWS9

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@JimmySW The wealthy are like......#macrosw https://t.co/036lNZ4RWq
Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1 9 hours ago
Any issue becomes a problem when the community recognizes it as a problem. Currently our society does not want to address income inequality and refuses to recognize the pain people are living in. To me this is a problem #MacroSW

Kris @SocialwerkKB 9 hours ago
A2: inequality becomes a problem when people struggle to meet basic needs despite working 2-3 jobs #MacroSW

mera jawad @MeraJawad 9 hours ago
A2. I believe inequality becomes a problem when it affects the economy, equal opportunities, and democracy. #SWK4999 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 9 hours ago
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @OfficialMacroSW Richard from Millersville University MSW. These live chats keep getting better each week. #MacroSW

Sherlyna Hanna @SherlynaHanna 9 hours ago
A2. ) I agree with Robert Reich when he stated “inequality becomes a problem when these inequalities start to cause a threat to our economy, equal opportunity, and our democracy.” #macrosw

taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilani 9 hours ago
@JimmySW A1: I'm not entirely sure how to answer this question... Because some can argue any bit of it is a problem and others can argue it's only a problem when we reach the levels of inequality that we have reached today... #macrosw #csusmsw https://t.co/nu4ozFUA4E
Laura Morales @_Lmorales24
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when citizens have to make the decision of either being able to afford to pay rent or to bring food to their table. #FoodInsecurity #Homelessness #MacroSW

Ky @kyky9020
A2- When is inequality NOT a problem? Serious question. #macrosw

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @JimmySW The wealthy are like......#macrosw https://t.co/036lNZ4RWq

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
A2) Inequality becomes a problem when people are not able to obtain basic needs while others are using what they have, whether it be money or possessions, and "throwing it away". Everyone should have be able to provide for themselves and then some. #MacroSW

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood
Inequality becomes a problem when people in our county aren’t able to access or afford basic health care or daily living expenses such as food and housing. #MacroSW

Justin B. @gonesurfing4
A2: Part of me feels that it's always a problem. But since we are living in a capitalist society, when people have to work two or more jobs just to survive, and those who are vulnerable do not have access to resources #macrosw
Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_

Inequality becomes a problem when necessities are deprived from those who simply cannot afford them, stripping away even the most basic of human rights. #MacroSW

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW

RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @JimmySW A2. When the available resources that help elevate individual’s income become inaccessible. #MacroSW

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw

@JimmySW A2: I think inequality becomes a problem when families and individuals can't afford basic necessities including shelter, clothing, food, and water. Inequality also becomes a problem when people are working hard with limited upward mobility. #MacroSW

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090

A2: Inequality becomes an issue when individuals become affected by it. A scenario includes when an individual is unable to purchase food, while another is spending money on luxury items. As social workers we need to advocate on our client’s behalf! #MacroSW #SWK4999

Kaley @kaleybond01

RT @AndrewCiavarei1: @JimmySW There will always be some level of inequality, especially as long as we live in a capitalistic society. At th...

keri @keriswsandiego

@TatianaPerill18 @nika_sw @JimmySW @TatianaPerill18 is there a middle class in America? Or is this an old term that is an illusion we are trying to attain? #macrosw
Tanya Carrillo @tanya08carrillo
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when there is not equal opportunity for all, especially in the social services or professional world. #MacroSW

Maddy Brokman @BrokmanMaddy
A1: When you cannot afford to pay your bills working full time; when hard work loses it's meaning. #macroSW

Audrey @audreymsw @JimmySW Inequality becomes an issue when inflation and the cost of living continue to rise while wages drop or remain the same #MacroSW

valentinaheather @valtheather
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when it threatens the three foundations of our society. This includes our economy, our ideal of equal opportunity, and our democracy. The middle class does not grow if all the economic gains go to the top 1%. #macrosw https://t.co/YCm1Svn2xV

Ryan Ronquillo @RyanR0007
A2. when books like 1984 and Brave New World start to look a little to familiar #macrosw

Danielle Mannion @DanielleMannio3
A-2 Inequality becomes a problem as soon as it exists. It stays a problem when people in power do all they can to keep it that way. #MacroSW
Alyssa Mosher @AlyssaMosher4

A2.) Middle class keeps economy going and consumer spending. Inequality becomes a problem when the middle class’s income becomes so low that they cannot meet their own needs on a basis of their income the rich are not contributing enough income into economy. #macrosw

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper

RT @ArletteSanch20: A2: When most people can't afford to spend money in the economy because everything they have is going into rent and bil...

NikaSW @nika_sw

I agree. It’s a problem when the standard of living is too high to attain by a minimum wage worker. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan

RT @AndrewCiavarel1: @JimmySW There will always be some level of inequality, especially as long as we live in a capitalistic society. At th...

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers

A2: Inequality is always a problem, but economic inequality becomes a problem when we have billionaires in the same city as starving children. Income inequality exacerbates every other social issue in this country: racism, sexism, transphobia, etc. #MacroSW

kjhedberg @kjhedberg

A2: I think it becomes an issue when it surpasses different peoples abilities to make more money, or excel better in the work force, but if it affects the individuals well being, or results in bigger issues, such as mental health side affects, drug abuse, violence, etc. #macroSW
Emily @emvlzqz @JimmySW A2: When the middle class pays a higher percentage in taxes than the wealthy! #MacroSW

AshleyBrookeWise @abrooke1210 A2 Inequality becomes a problem when nothing is done to create a form of balance and the unbalance creates a crash within the economy #macorosw

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara A2: Continued... Inequality becomes a problem when there is such a gap in the wealth of the population. When we as a society see those who are suffering and are not creating solutions to help those around us. A single person not thriving is a single person too many #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @EsmeMsw: @JimmySW A2: I think inequality becomes a problem when families and individuals can't afford basic necessities including shelter...

TFlowers @TFlower29170309 @JimmySW A2: Inequality for me becomes a problem when people working are unable to comfortably afford basic needs such as rent, food, healthcare, utilities. #MacroSW #SWK4999

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @SanchezLindsay_: Inequality becomes a problem when necessities are deprived from those who simply cannot afford them, stripping away ev...
AMSW @ANGEMSW

A2: I think inequality becomes a problem when people cannot afford housing or food. Which are important factors in life. The increase in housing does not help the matters especially in Southern California. #MacroSW

Virginia J. @Anointing12345

A2 Inequality becomes a problem when the 1% get it all. We need motivation, voices, and just because something is established it can be change. #MacroSW #SWK3100

Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavarel1

@JimmySW Furthermore, inequality is an issue when it overwhelmingly affect certain groups of people. We could cut the amount of people living in poverty in half but if all of those people coming out of poverty are white then is shows that we did not account for intersectionality. #MacroSW

Gianina B @GianinaB_

A2: When there has not been any progress within middle class and when most cannot even afford health care. #MacroSW

Christopher Thomas @cdt133

A2: Inequality is a problem when some people have more than they need and others have less. It’s simple. There isn’t a nation, state, or city on earth where inequality isn’t a problem. Arguing for anything else is foolish, but more importantly it’s unethical. #macrosw

Alondra @ammelendez3387

A2) it becomes a problem when only 1% of the population isn’t impacted by it #MacroSW https://t.co/TD1kVcRRbZ
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @kyky9020: A2- When is inequality NOT a problem? Serious question. #macrosw

NiloSW @NiloSW
@JimmySW A2 It becomes a problem when individuals working a full time job are not able to meet their basic needs b/c of how little they are paid. It is a problem because the income inequality is eliminating the middle class and a strong middle class creates a virtuous cycle! #MacroSW

SM4SW📱 @sm4sw
RT @keriswsandiego: @TatianaPerill18 @nika_sw @JimmySW @TatianaPerill18 is there a middle class in America? Or is this an old term that is...

Wendy Mendoza @WendyMe07732961
A.2 Inequality is a problem RIGHT NOW. The middle class is getting smaller & smaller, we have a family of 4 working more than two jobs just to get by. It becomes a problem when resources and opportunities are being taken away because of one’s lack of wealth. @JimmySW #macrosw

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
Q 2: Inequality becomes a problem when individuals don’t have access to basic resources #macrosw

Madeleine Jones @MadeleineP_SW
A2. Inequality becomes a problem when it starts causing discord in the community. #MacroSW

Valerie Alvarez @Valerie74984075
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when the middle class are not earning a living wage #MacroSW

Becky @Becky55238155 9 hours ago
Inequality is a problem when one full time job isn’t enough to meet basic needs. People willing to work hard can’t make a livable wage #macrosw

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo @JimmySW A1: when the imbalance causes privilege to have an advantage, leaving others behind in the dust with no room to grow. i.e. the varsity blues scandal. #macrosw

Kristina Powell @Kristin73536683 9 hours ago
A2: Inequality is always a problem but I think inequality becomes an even bigger problem when the majority who contribute to the wealth, continue to get little in return. #macrosw

Morgan @mmkenney6268 9 hours ago
A2. Inequality becomes a problem when the small group that are benefiting from the equality is negatively influencing others.
#MacroSW

Erica @Erica26199296 9 hours ago
#MacroSW https://t.co/R2eVIhSdiK

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood @oobyava Agreed!!! It’s wild to think that in such a “rich and prosperous” country that so many people can not afford BASIC life necessities. #MacroSW

Selene Vera @SeleneVera11 9 hours ago
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when no one does anything to make any changes and we allow things to stay how they are.
@JimmySW #macrosw
Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @JimmySW The wealthy are like......#macrosw https://t.co/036lNZ4RWq

Adilene Cordova @AdileneCordov11
@JimmySW A2: I think inequality becomes a problem when classes don't help each other and tax reforms separate classes with lowering taxes for the rich and raising them for the lower classes. #Macrosw

Ky @kyky9020
A2: Also....."Wealth is important because it's where economic opportunity lies" #macrosw

Tatiana Perilla @TatianaPerill18
@JimmySW When it exists. As long as inequality exists people are feeling the weight from it & this impacts them socially as well as psychologically. If you feel like you're at the bottom you're more willing to take big risks in hopes of a big reward. #macrosw

Maddy Brokman @BrokmanMaddy
A2: When you cannot afford to pay your bills working full time; when hard work loses it's meaning. #macroSW

Anna @Anna66253093
A2). The money accumulated by the top 1% is not invested to great real-economic output and therefore does not create jobs for the middle class which are the people that drive the economy because they are the ones that buy the goods and services. #MacroSW
Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1 9 hours ago
So very true @keriswsandiego This term really no longer holds the same meaning as it did in the past. It's more of a blanket word to cover the true struggles the working poor are having to face #MacroSW

carlos moreno @yUhatin4 9 hours ago
A2: As James Madison said, to protect the minority of the opulent, against the majority. It's been a problem since our founders, it's just incredibly visible now #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 9 hours ago
RT @mmkenney6268: A2. Inequality becomes a problem when the small group that are benefiting from the equality is negatively influencing oth...

Laurie Andrews @Powerhousemaidn 9 hours ago
A2 Inequality becomes a problem when hardworking people have to work multiple jobs to TRY to make ends meet. Without a middle class being paid living wages, the spending stops, the growth of business stops, the economy stops. Bad for everyone. #macrosw https://t.co/iAf9lIqA1t

brenda @baguayo2020 9 hours ago
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when we notice the increase and large separations between social classes. #macrosw

Hector Avila @Havila44 9 hours ago
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when individuals struggle to make it by. When sacrifices have to be made, to survive #MacroSW
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Becky55238155: Inequality is a problem when one full time job isn’t enough to meet basic needs. People willing to work hard can’t make...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@taylorrleilani @JimmySW What do you think personally? Have you or anyone you know been impacted by inequality? Looking at you student loans and #CollegeCheatingScandal #MacroSW
https://t.co/IbZf6I9D3I

SocialWorkAF @SocialWorkAF
Yes! 70% of the US economy is driven through consumer purchase. The 1% don’t buy 70 toasters for their kitchens! #MacroSW

Lily @lilyjavier0108
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when everyone doesn’t have a fair chance to climb up the income ladder. #macrosw

Ky @kyky9020
#macrosw https://t.co/9oyQYfByex

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @WendyMe07732961: A.2 Inequality is a problem RIGHT NOW. The middle class is getting smaller & smaller, we have a family of 4 working mo...

Kristina Powell @Kristin73536683
@wilson_keiara I agree! One person who is not thriving is one too many #MacroSW
Jordan Lyman Dye @JordanLymanDye 9 hours ago
A2. Inequality becomes a problem when it limits the growth of people, especially the growth of the ones most effected by inequality. #MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava 9 hours ago
A2. Inequality is a problem when people stand by and do nothing. It is a problem when bias, stereotypes and prejudices take precedent over the reality of the inequality. #MacroSW

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow 9 hours ago
A2. Well, Inequality becomes a problem is when there is unequal living. basically, the society will stress, be in anxiety, damage health. Jus a few causes to name. It's a problem to everyone, the society! #MacroSW

CaitlinRedmond @CaitlinRedmon11 9 hours ago
@JimmySW Inequality is a problem because it results in a loss of human rights. When it results in less upward mobility and a cycle of oppression, it becomes a problem. #MacroSW

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood 9 hours ago
RT @ammelendez3387: A2) it becomes a problem when only 1% of the population isn’t impacted by it #MacroSW https://t.co/TD1kVcRRbZ

ashley @ashleyleyvaa 9 hours ago
RT @DeanaJAYers: A2: Inequality is always a problem, but economic inequality becomes a problem when we have billionaires in the same city a...
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NiloSW: @JimmySW A2 It becomes a problem when individuals working a full time job are not able to meet their basic needs b/c of how lit...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @cdt133: A2: Inequality is a problem when some people have more than they need and others have less. It’s simple. There isn’t a nation,...

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia
A2. Inequality becomes a problem when income distribution is produced unjustly #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @yUhatin4: A1: another reason is that the value placed on the type of work people do, Americans assume that CEO’s work 10 times harder t...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @GianinaB_: A2: When there has not been any progress within middle class and when most cannot even afford health care. #MacroSW https://...

K Walker @KWalker64555742
@JimmySW A2: I think inequality becomes a problem when individuals are working 2+ jobs and still living paycheck to paycheck yet pay more taxes than the top 10%. #MacroSW

Kyleigh @kyleighannevd
A2) Inequality becomes a problem when basic needs are not being met. #MacroSW
Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448
A2. Inequality is always a problem. Inequality impacts our voting rights, freedom of speech, getting laws passed, community health, quality educations and more. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AndrewCiavarel1: @JimmySW Furthermore, inequality is an issue when it overwhelmingly affect certain groups of people. We could cut the...

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers
RT @TatianaPerill18: @JimmySW When it exists. As long as inequality exists people are feeling the weight from it & this impacts them social...

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
A2) Inequality also becomes a problem when the government has to make specialized programs in order to try to bridge the gap between classes. . #MacroSW

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
A2. #macrosw https://t.co/AlwwraN6iz

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Twitter on my phone is like “You have 87 notifications!” 😂😂😂😂 😂 #Macrosw https://t.co/yvt8vfk38W

Pao @Pa_SW90
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when it mocks the American promise of opportunity for all #macroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @yUhatin4: Inequality becomes a problem when it reduces democracy and puts the political power in the hands of a few #MacroSW

Samantha Chico @mswsamantha
A2: it becomes a problem when you are working a full time job + overtime and still cannot make ends meet. #macrosw

Kris @SocialwerkKB
#MacroSW https://t.co/ME2FcH7Wn9

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Just landing! I'm Sunya Folayan, chat partner. So glad to be part of this ongoing topic. #MacroSW https://t.co/AR7hWFzAs7

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
@TFlower29170309 @JimmySW Hey Tiffany , I think that what you have tweeted is the truth😊 #MacroSw #SWK4999

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003
A2 Inequality will become a problem when there are negative issues that occur such as the money that people are making can't get them through the days weeks or months. #MacroSW

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Okay. Question 3 coming right up next!!!! #MacroSW

Eileen @Eileen17T
a2: Inequality becomes a problem when it impacts people's daily lives and when the corruption and greediness of power doesn't allow individuals to have a voice and advocate for themselves #macroSW
monica Davis @Monica_d_2018 9 hours ago

A2 part 1 of 2: I believe inequality already is an issue. Is it being address? Yes, but not by everyone and certainly not by those who have the power to change it. #MacroSW

Kailey Raines @kailey_raines 9 hours ago

A2: inequality becomes an issue when working a fulltime job still doesn’t pay the bills 😞 #macroSW

taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilanii 9 hours ago

RT @lilyjavier0108: A2: Inequality becomes a problem when everyone doesn’t have a fair chance to climb up the income ladder. #macrosw

Becky @Becky55238155 9 hours ago

@cdt133 It’s true it’s a problem everywhere. More needs to be done to narrow the gap and decrease inequality as much as possible #MacroSW

Britney Carbajal @BritneyCarbajal 9 hours ago

@JimmySW Inequality is a problem when others are struggling to get their basic needs met. With capitalism, I personally think inequality is inevitable. This thought begs to ask the question if some inequality is ok. #MacroSW

mera jawad @MeraJawad 9 hours ago

@Becky55238155 #SWK4999 #MacroSW I totally agree!! Completely unfair👎 especially for those supporting a family!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 9 hours ago

RT @SocialwerkKB: #MacroSW https://t.co/ME2FcH7Wn9
Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Q3: If the government sets the rules for how the market functions, who do these rules benefit or hurt? #MacroSW
https://t.co/XCUgDztUKY

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood
RT @KWalker6455742: @JimmySW A2: I think inequality becomes a problem when individuals are working 2+ jobs and still living paycheck to pa...

AMSW @ANGEMSW
A1: What is happening today in terms of distribution of wealth is that many people in the United States are struggling financially. Most of the money if not all of the economic wealth is going to the top 1%. #MacroSW

AraseliMSW @araseli604
@NiloSW @EsmeMsw Definitely agree! Amazon has a big amount of wealth and they are’nt paying their employees a fair living wage but they are also not doing their part in paying taxes. This year they will pay $0 in federal taxes even after there $11.2 BILLION dollars in profits! #MacroSW #amazon

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SocialwerkKB: #MacroSW https://t.co/ME2FcH7Wn9

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @JimmySW: Q3: If the government sets the rules for how the market functions, who do these rules benefit or hurt? #MacroSW
https://t.co/X...

Georgia @Georgia26463576
@JimmySW inequality is a problem in itself. when the differences are so vast, it's a serious problem. #MacroSW
Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 9 hours ago
RT @JimmySW: Q2: When do you think inequality becomes a problem? #MacroSW https://t.co/EPARHCR54a

Melanie Hunt @melanienhunt 9 hours ago
A2. Inequality becomes a problem when the middle class is struggling to pay rent, buy houses or contribute to the economy #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson 9 hours ago
RT @JimmySW: Q3: If the government sets the rules for how the market functions, who do these rules benefit or hurt? #MacroSW https://t.co/X...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 9 hours ago
RT @KWalker64555742: @JimmySW A2: I think inequality becomes a problem when individuals are working 2+ jobs and still living paycheck to pa...

Nica_SW @sw_nica 9 hours ago
Inequality in America is becoming a bigger problem; it’s already been a problem. The question is how do we bring a middle class to healthier levels. So that we can help more people and create more programs for the persons that need it the most. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 9 hours ago
🤣 I hit 100 in 15 minutes. #TwitterAerobics #MacroSW

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper 9 hours ago
A2- inequality starts to become a problem when it starts effecting human lives. The cost of living rises and pay stays the same, causing people to stop spending money. Just history repeating itself honestly. #macroSW
Daniela R @Daniela56027845
@JimmySW A2: Inequality becomes a problem when we can't afford the things we use to afford. When working one or two jobs isn't enough to put food on our tables or when you need more than a high school diploma to get a decent job and when you are not give the necessary resources. #MacroSW

AMSW @ANGEMSW
This is depressing #MacroSW

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85
@ShannonHovanes1 @keriswsandiego I couldn't have said it better myself! The working poor is struggling everyday to make ends meet...when will the madness end! #MacroSW
https://t.co/GRRdaA0qpQ

AraseliMSW @araseli604
@NiloSW @EsmeMsw This is not right! Something a wrong with this picture! 😐😐 https://t.co/OdwwmYGjkj #macrosw #csusmsw #amazon

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JimmySW: Q3: If the government sets the rules for how the market functions, who do these rules benefit or hurt? #MacroSW
https://t.co/X...

ryphamMU @MuRypham
@JimmySW The market rules will benefit those who have pushed to have the rules changed to their advantage. It’ll hurt anyone else who couldn’t pay to play. #MacroSW

Kristina Powell @Kristin73536683
@Becky55238155 @cdt133 I agree Becky! More needs to be done to decrease the inequality as much as possible! #macroSW
monica Davis @Monica_d_2018  
A2 part 2 of 2: There are people sitting in piles and piles of money they will NEVER even have to use, while there are those who are being born into poverty, and are dying due to lack of resources. These are those who had no power of what family to be born into. #MacroSW

Emily Harrelson @harrelson_emily  
A2: Although one can argue that inequality can drive the market and competition, inequality is a problem in and of itself when not all people have equal access and opportunity to resources #macrosw

carlos moreno @yUhatin4  
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when Kylie Jenner is considered a self made billionaire yet Veterans don't have a place to sleep #MacroSW

SocialWorkAF @SocialWorkAF  
A3: The rules set by the govt effect both individuals and corporations. Currently, most people are being harmed by these rules. Time and again our politicians, funded mostly by corp donations, vote for policies that benefit big corps and the ultra-rich people behind them #macrosw

bbradt @brooke72562781  
Inequality is a problem when it limits economic mobility, which then limits social, educational, geographical mobility, etc. #MacroSW

kjhedberg @kjhedberg  
A3: They benefit those working in government paid employment settings, and they hurt the areas that the government neglects, such as school funding, which would affect most of the u.s. population #macroSW
Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@JimmySW Govt regulations in practice do not always make things better: The wealthiest benefit the most while those at the very bottom see little relief. Government decisions are more susceptible to bias through the influence of special-interest money and politics. #MacroSW

9 hours ago

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
Inequality becomes a problem when individuals are able to take away opportunities from others 🧴 #CollegeAdmissionScandal #macrosw https://t.co/XalAkL1Syk

9 hours ago

Alondra @ammelendez3387
A3) I think it depends on who’s in office 🧑‍💼 whether they really are “for the people” #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
Haha #MacroSW https://t.co/gauzgaioQa

9 hours ago

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
RT @yUhatin4: A2: Inequality becomes a problem when Kylie Jenner is considered a self made billionaire yet Veterans don’t have a place to s...

9 hours ago

Maddy Brokman @BrokmanMaddy
#MacroSW

9 hours ago

Kris @SocialwerkKB
@ANGEMSW I know but its the reality many people including us are facing #MacroSW

9 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Reminder: Use #macrosw in every tweet! https://t.co/RrCzx8MkKY

9 hours ago
Keri @keriswsandiego 9 hours ago
RT @araseli604: @NiloSW @EsmeMsw Definitely agree! Amazon has a big amount of wealth and they are’nt paying their employees a fair living w...

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood 9 hours ago
They benefit or hurt whoever the government is favoring. Hint hint: it’s not the poor people. #MacroSW

Kaley @kaleybond01 9 hours ago
@JimmySW These rules benefit those in power, and those capable of keeping who they want in power #macrosw

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney 9 hours ago
RT @yUhatin4: A2: Inequality becomes a problem when Kylie Jenner is considered a self made billionaire yet Veterans don't have a place to s...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 9 hours ago
A3: I think the government has greater impact on inequality through the tax law where certain types of income more commonly earned by wealthier people are taxed at lower rates. #macrosw

Anna @Anna66253093 9 hours ago
A3). Money influences, therefore, the rich can influence the politics; ultimately leading to them controlling the market and the laws that govern it. Rich benefit and the rest are hurt. #MacroSW
DulceAB @DulceAB7 9 hours ago
@JimmySW Q2: Inequality is never excused!!!! Everyone should be able to have basic needs and unequal systems should be identified. Inequality becoming a problem is due to never treating it at its root/surface. Much like developing micro to macro skills. #MacroSW

Kristina Powell @Kristin73536683 9 hours ago
@kailey_raines Absolutely Kailey! #macroSW

Kate Elena @KateElena1 9 hours ago
Inequality becomes a problem when the gap between the middle and upper classes is so large that upward mobility becomes extremely difficult. This inequality further influences social injustices and causes an even larger gap to develop forming a cycle. #macrosw

Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley 9 hours ago
Q2 When do you think inequality becomes a problem? Inequality becomes a problems when people who are living in and working in the same environment but aren't treated the same due to race or gender. #macrosw

Séphora Saint Pierre @sephorasp 9 hours ago
@JimmySW A2: Inequality is a problem. From this problem comes unequal access to education, nutrition, and opportunities. Inequality is a problem when certain populations have privileges that others do not. It becomes a problem when it restricts people from opportunities, etc #macroSW

AraseliMSW @araseli604 9 hours ago
RT @JimmySW: Twitter on my phone is like “You have 87 notifications!” 😂😂😂😂😂 #Macrosw https://t.co/yvt8vfk38W
Shelly @ShellYa_002
a3. #macrosw https://t.co/M7cnfzeqZP

Hector Avila @Havila44
RT @yUhatin4: A2: Inequality becomes a problem when Kylie Jenner is considered a self made billionaire yet Veterans don’t have a place to s...

Jennifer Arroyo @arroyo_yah
A2: I believe inequality becomes a problem when individuals are struggling to be able to afford food/shelter and when they are denied health services because they can’t afford to pay :( #macrosw

Anastasia Beaverhausen @AnastasiatheSW
A2: When those suffering continue to accumulate debt and can’t access resources such as food, medical insurance #macrosw

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
A1: I feel that in todays distribution of wealth, it really depends where you live geographically. Because salaries and cost of living are varied all across the USA. #MacroSW

Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1
The "rules" are set in place to maintain the control of the dominant group. Because this group holds the power to set the rules, they are set to protect that power. Hurting those how are legally forced to follow them #MacroSW

Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz
https://t.co/4bdT Gn9237 #macrosw
Megan Buschman @mbuschman95 9 hours ago
A3. Going back to Q1, the rich get richer and the poor get poorer. The people making the rules benefit while the mom and pop shops suffer. #macrosw

Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna 9 hours ago
Inequality is a problem due to the fact that even those doing everything right can’t make ends meet. We can’t have people working who still can’t afford basic needs. #MacroSW

Morgan @mmkenney6268 9 hours ago
A3. If the govt sets rules for the way in which the market functions, this would benefits those who have power within the market. The individuals who have the ability to be impacted by these rules. This would hurt others who benefit from the unstability of the market. #MacroSW

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090 9 hours ago
A3: If the government is setting the rules the rules will only benefit the government. The government is not investing the money properly. It will hurt the general public, and assist large business owners. Advocacy is the answer to assisting our clients. #MacroSW #SWK4999

Katie Brunco @KatieBrunco 9 hours ago
A3: The tax rate for the wealthy has decreased over the past 40+ years...they are the ones benefiting from the governments rules. #MacroSW

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an 9 hours ago
A3) If the government sets the rules on how the market functions, it only hurts those not included in the guidelines/qualifications. Can the wealthy relaly "benefit" if they have access to everything already? #MacroSW
Lily @lilyjavier0108
@audreymsw @JimmySW @audreymsw Isn't it crazy how much power the top 1% of Americans hold in regards to being able to better the nation's wealth? #macrosw

Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavarel1
@JimmySW The rules benefit the dominant groups who hold the most power. Historically these groups have consisted of white men. They harm the people who do not have access to the same level of institutional power either due disenfranchisement or other means. #MacroSw

Arlette @ArletteSanch20
@JimmySW A3: The rules would benefit those who are part of the 1% & the government itself. It would hurt average workers #MacroSW

Adilene Cordova @AdileneCordov11
@Kristin73536683 I agree with you Kristina, inequality has always been a problem and also that getting little in return isn't helping either #macrosw

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A3 Government policy is greatly influenced by the wealthy who finance politicians' political campaigns. The wealthy are therefore the ones who benefit the most. #macrosw

Leonor Donayre @donayre_leonor
@JimmySW A2 The values of this country are characterized by where our budget is allocated which is to fund illegal and unnecessary wars while Our citizens are starving and in debt; let's take care of our people. When our citizens are happy and healthy we can progress #MacroSW
Christopher Thomas @cdt133  
A3: Obviously the ideological aims of the government in question matter. You could argue that the controls we see now are designed to perpetuate and intensify inequality. But in the end progressive economic controls help people and hurt corporations and stockholders. #MacroSW

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara  
A3: These rules will benefit those who have the power, who are making the rules, and many big companies as it does now. It will hurt those who will be most negatively effected such as the working class poor. most of the time government is making laws it is not meant... #MacroSW

brenda @baguayo2020  
@emvlzqz Yes! Taxes is definitely something I never realized would be a factor in the inequality gaps! #macrosw

AraseliMSW @araseli604  
RT @ArletteSanch20: A2: When most people can’t afford to spend money in the economy because everything they have is going into rent and bil...

Nica_SW @sw_nica  
A3: the rules don’t appear to benefit the middle class or the poor. So, how is it that the government is not able to figure it out? They should consult with Mr. Reich... #MacroSW

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia  
A2. "The pertinent question is not whether income and wealth inequality is good or bad. It is at what point do these inequalities become so great as to pose a serious threat to our economy, our ideal of equal opportunity and our democracy" (Robert B. Reich) #MacroSW
SWMxHameed @HameedSw
@kaleybond01 @JimmySW Yup what @kaleybond01 said #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Ky @kyky9020
A3: it benefits whomever the government wants it to benefit. plot twist- definitely not those in the lower class. #macrosso

9 hours ago

Gianina B @GianinaB_
A3: Benefit the government and the wealthy, and hurt everyone else. Simple. #MacroSW

9 hours ago

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when 70 percent of the population feel as if they have no say in the decisions of public policy #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
A3: Continued.... to benefit those at the bottom who have no say in what is being proposed. #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers
A3: When the government sets the rules for how the market functions, it forwards the agenda of the people who are running the government. This can help or harm working people, depending on the desires of those in positions of power. #MacroSW

9 hours ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
.flatMap((e) => e)

9 hours ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AndrewCiavarel1: @JimmySW The rules benefit the dominant groups who hold the most power. Historically these groups have consisted of wh...
Lisa @safetymom4
A2: inequality is a problem when the “richest country in the world” has the magnitude of homelessness, food insecurity and poor health outcomes in such a disproportionate number! #MacroSW

Kris @SocialwerkKB
A3: As sad as it is the government would rule in favor of who ever benefits them most. I think we have seen that with the current government #MacroSW

DulceAB @DulceAB7
@JimmySW Q1: Cliche to say the rich are getting richer and the poor poorer but so true. Wealth distribution is not being prioritized for the good of the people instead it is focused on the growth of capitalism. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @M0lly_J3an: A3) If the government sets the rules on how the market functions, it only hurts those not included in the guidelines/qualif...

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
RT @CyberSocialWork: University of Detroit Mercy (MI). #MacroSW https://t.co/cBFq6Wloop

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
We are already half-way through the chat. WOW!!! Question 4 coming up next. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mmkenney6268: A3. If the govt sets rules for the way in which the market functions, this would benefits those who have power within the...
Becky @Becky55238155 9 hours ago
A3: the rules hurt those who can’t pay. Too many fall through the cracks and the ones making the rules may be out of touch with the struggle of the lower classes #macrosw

taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilaniii @JimmySW A3: These rules always benefit the one’s who are making them... And in politics they answer to those who have the money - the 1%. And the continue to hurt EVERYONE ELSE. #macrosw #csusmsw https://t.co/461EJEQ3h6

Eileen @Eileen17T 9 hours ago
a3: the American people are the ones getting hurt #macroSW

Danielle Mannion @DanielleMannio3 9 hours ago
The government will always help those who can put money into their campaigns this does not include working America it includes .. again the one percent. In turn the one percent will keep those in power who will protect their wealth. #MacroSW

SWmsilva @SWmsilva 9 hours ago
A3: the rules being made would primarily benefit the ones making the rules because there are NO social workers in high positions of power! #maintakeaway social workers need to be government officials #MacroSW

AraseliMSW @araseli604 9 hours ago
@ArletteSanch20 I agree! The middle class is what keeps the economy going but if I don’t have money I’m not able to contribute to the economy. #macrosw #csusmsw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 9 hours ago
RT @manny0_diaz: https://t.co/4bdTGn9237 #macrosw
Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
A3. Money talks, meaning those in power are often influenced by money to make laws and legislation. The middle class and working class are those affected, leaving those who are at the top 1% to have the money to buy policies and laws in government. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShannonHovanes1: The "rules" are set in place to maintain the control of the dominant group. Because this group holds the power to set...

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
A2: I feel that inequality becomes a problem, when you have more people on welfare, and using government assistance than you have those who are not within a community. #MacroSW

K Walker @KWalker64555742
@JimmySW A3: The rules benefit those in a position to pay for a bill or law to be passed in their favor. It hurts anyone of the aforementioned who live paycheck to paycheck. #MacroSW

Emily Harrelson @harrelson_emily
A3: those rules would benefit the groups and populations who set the rules for how the market functions. It is the same demographics for who sets the rules as those who benefit #macrosw

Kyleigh @kyleighannevd
RT @GianinaB_: A3: Benefit the government and the wealthy, and hurt everyone else. Simple. #MacroSW https://t.co/mSEhRfjxnC
Lily @lilyjavier0108 @Pa_SW90 Yes Paola, it becomes unfair when everyone doesn't have a fair chance #macrosw

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc RT @manny0_diaz: https://t.co/4bdTGn9237 #macrosw

Nica_SW @sw_nica RT @ANGEMSW: This is depressing #MacroSW https://t.co/RtBzQXgfI2

Deidra Tonge @oobyava A3. The people who benefit the most from the current rules that are set are those who are in power to dictate what happens. People who have the knowledge to act according to what is happening in real time benefit as well. #MacroSW

carlos moreno @yUhatin4 A2: Inequality becomes a problem when it creates a population that's angry and frustrated and hates institutions #MacroSW

Isabel @Isabel_MSW @WendyMe07732961 @JimmySW Absolutely! This inequality has, and will always be, an issue until action is taken to alleviate the divide between the privileged and underprivileged. #macrosw

Jordan Lyman Dye @JordanLymanDye A3. Depending on the rules, they hurt everyone. They can definitely hurt small businesses trying to grow. I believe the best way to enact change is from the corporation level, but that requires CEOs willing to take less money and balance the inequality in their companies #MacroSW
Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448 9 hours ago
A3. The government has their own agenda. I think it’s pretty obvious who they’re out to help! #macroSW

NiloSW @NiloSW 9 hours ago
@JimmySW A3 The rules will benefit the rich (1%) who influence those in government to create the rules for how the market functions and it will hurt the average American. #MacroSW https://t.co/fCWFZl3DeY

Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1 9 hours ago
Same Same Same!!! I had no idea the extreme difference in tax percentage makes and the extreme difference in percentage of taxes citizens have to pay! Completely shocking #MacroSW

Nica_SW @sw_nica 9 hours ago
RT @araseli604: @NiloSW @EsmeMsw This is not right! Something a wrong with this picture! 😕 😕 https://t.co/OdwwmYGjkj #macrosw #csusmsw #am...

Maddy Brokman @BrokmanMaddy #MacroSW 9 hours ago

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW 9 hours ago
Q4: Who is looking out for the American worker? Who do you think should be & what could be done? #MacroSW https://t.co/QhxX84eiK5

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an 9 hours ago
A3) The middle and lowers classes both struggle because they don't quiet meet the expectations the government sets out. The lower can't seem to catch up and the middle(lower middle) make to much to qualify for specialized programs but not enough to surpass breaking even #MacroSW

Valerie Alvarez @Valerie74984075 9 hours ago
RT @SanchezLindsay_: A3. Money talks, meaning those in power are often influenced by money to make laws and legislation. The middle class a...

SWMxHameed @HameedSw 9 hours ago
@AndrewCiavarel1 @JimmySW Yup! all of that #MacroSW

Justin B. @gonesurfing4 9 hours ago
A3: Well, currently they disproportionately benefit the ultra-rich...to put it lightly #macrosw https://t.co/AWywoeJN0T

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 9 hours ago
RT @SanchezLindsay_: A3. Money talks, meaning those in power are often influenced by money to make laws and legislation. The middle class a...

mera jawad @MeraJawad 9 hours ago
🙌 #MacroSW #SWK4999

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19 9 hours ago
A3 We see bias in the rules set by the government when the rules of the market benefit the wealthy and hurt the poor. The wealthy continue to get richer, while the poor contribute to society getting little in return #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 9 hours ago
RT @taylorrleilaniii: @JimmySW A3: These rules always benefit the one’s who are making them... And in politics they answer to those who have...
Virginia J. @Anointing12345
A2 Inequality becomes a problem when the 1% get it all we need motivation, voices, and just because something is established it can be change. #MacroSW #Swk

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JimmySW: We are already half-way through the chat. WOW!!! Question 4 coming up next. #MacroSW

Anastasia Beaverhausen @AnastasiatheSW
Instead of change, the gap will continue to grow and the power will lie in the hands of the 1% #MacroSW

Leonor Donayre @donayre_leonor
@Rascal27650579 @JimmySW don't forget to add #macroSW jimmy

Sandra @SandiiiAT
A 2. The issue of inequality becomes a problem as the gap between the rich and poor keeps growing and no one in power is looking out for Middle America. The richest individuals having more power influence democracy to get their own benefits. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: 😇😈😉 #MacroSW https://t.co/aL7f9IfHQg

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @JimmySW: Q4: Who is looking out for the American worker? Who do you think should be & what could be done? #MacroSW https://t.co/QhxX84e...

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
A3: The rules benefit the wealthy, and hurt the impoverished #MacroSW
Britney Carbajal @BritneyCarbajal
@JimmySW Q3: Tough question. Gov has the ability to make the market work for majority or against/for the people with money and power. Reich said that the deregulation of Wall Street led to the downfall of our economy. With authenticity in government, the market can help everyone. #macrosw

Amanda ✋ @AmandaYurich
@JimmySW @OfficialMacroSW The rules typically benefit taxpayers, or more specific, those who have money. The market functions so people will spend and reinvest their money in other business #macrosw

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper
RT @DanielleMannio3: The government will always help those who can put money into their campaigns this does not include working America it...

Samantha Chico @mswsamantha
RT @yUhatin4: A2: Inequality becomes a problem when Kylie Jenner is considered a self made billionaire yet Veterans don’t have a place to s...

SM4SW📱 @sm4sw
RT @gonesurfing4: A3: Well, currently they disproportionately benefit the ultra-rich...to put it lightly #macrosw https://t.co/AWywoeJNOT

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw
@taylorrleilanii @JimmySW Yes, I completely agree that the rules benefit those who are making them. They set the rules up in their favor and jeopardize others (99%) in the process. #MacroSW
Emily @emvlzqz @SWmsilva #MacroSW https://t.co/HAoE650Sdx

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003 @JimmySW A3 These rules would easily hurt the entrepreneurs that are trying to sell within the market. Because the government will be handling more like controlling the profits that they are allowed to make and give them only a certain level of succeeding when they set the rules #MacroSW

Carlos Moreno @yUhatin4 A3: Government is supposed to be set up to help the people, when they create regulations they are supposed to be in favor of the laborers, the consumers, unfortunately they favor those who influence the policy #MacroSW

Madeleine Jones @MadeleineP_SW A3. Government rules and regulations can benefit all parties to a certain extent, but too much involvement can hurt capitalist ideals while supporting socialist ideals. #MacroSW

Hector Avila @Havila44 @JimmySW A3. The rules would benefit those in the 1% #macroSW

Christopher Thomas @cdt133 A3.2: Government’s relationship towards business should be adversarial, because without controls business will exploit people to the greatest extent possible. Who needs markets? What has the market ever done for working people besides ruined their retirement accounts? #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 😊 #MacroSW
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@SWmsilva There are eight(?) social workers in the US Congress—two senators and the rest representatives. That’s why social workers need to run for office. #macrosw

AMSW @ANGEMSW
@SocialwerkKB This is so eye opening, here we are graduate students wanting to help others, yet many of us will be debt and struggling ourselves #MacroSW

Charles E Lewis Jr @CharlesELewisJr
@uscocialwork DSW student wins award for outstanding leadership. #MacroSW

Kaley @kaleybond01
@JimmySW #macrosw https://t.co/2YYBdECbFY

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
Q: Those rules benefit those who make them and are like them. Those roles hurt the rest of us, the 99% #macrosw https://t.co/iWLwAxZ92M

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @taylorrleilanii: @JimmySW A3: These rules always benefit the one’s who are making them... And in politics they answer to those who have...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A3: I think the government has greater impact on inequality through the tax law where certain types of income more comm...
kjhedberg @kjhedberg 9 hours ago
A4: People who are in the same boat and are affected are the ones who look out for one another; clearly everyone should be trying to fix this gap and then there wouldn’t be one, but those unaffected lack motivation #macroSW

Alyssa Mosher @AlyssaMosher4 9 hours ago
A4.) I think the government and the rules it is able to set would impact the American work force. But the American worker themself should be aware of the power their voice can have in advocation to create a better income for themselves and the middle class. #macrosw

ryphamMU @MuRypham 9 hours ago
@JimmySW The Unions used to look out for the American worker and it should still be he unions that do today. When union jobs enter an area income increases across the board. Embrace unions. #MacroSW

Gavin @KaleoDOTSW 9 hours ago
A3: individuals that benefits are usually the top 20% who get tax breaks, have stock investments. This wealth is kept exclusively at the top and does not really contribute to economic growth. #macrosw

NiloSW @NiloSW 9 hours ago
@SWmsilva imagine a world governed by social workers #MacroSW https://t.co/orerHSm2u4

Lily @lilyjavier0108 9 hours ago
@Havila44 I never thought of it like this Hector. I can see how that can be inequality #macroSW
Kailey Raines @kailey_raines
A4: you look out for yourself... should be the government but that isn’t exactly happening #macroSW https://t.co/oKtsxGA8vT

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
A3. People who get hurt are those who are not even aware of what laws are being past that directly affect them. Also, those who do not respond appropriately also get hurt. (i.e. not voting hurts those who do not vote as well as others) #MacroSW

Jennifer Arroyo @arroyo_yah
A3: The rules will benefit the government and individuals in power.. and definitely not the low and middle class #macrosw

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers
A4: Who is looking out for the American worker...good question. Socialists are the only group that comes to mind and aren't at the beck and call of big donors. Ideally, policy makers and politicians would be looking out for American workers (of all demographics). #MacroSW

monica Davis @Monica_d_2018
A3: They were intended to benefit everyone, but I don't think (or know) if the government sets the cost of living. I think when someone raises their price, people follow, now that is out of control and the government's rules are not growing with the economy. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JimmySW: Q4: Who is looking out for the American worker? Who do you think should be & what could be done? #MacroSW https://t.co/QhxX84e...
Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna
Q3: The government sets the rules and therefore lobbying seeks to benefit the government and the corporate interests with figure head insiders. Our govt doesn't work for us anymore #MacroSW

Kyleigh @kyleighannevd
RT @mishelly1003: @JimmySW A3 These rules would easily hurt the entrepreneurs that are trying to sell within the market. Because the govern...

Eileen @Eileen17T
a4: Nobody! Nobody is looking out for the average American worker. Corporations focus on making profit not creating jobs #sadreality #macroSW

Katie Brunco @KatieBrunco
A4: #MacroSW https://t.co/SNuleOcWvv

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
A3: If the government set the rules of the rules of the market correctly then April 15th would be a day that was celebrated not dreaded #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @EsmeMsw: @taylorleilanii @JimmySW Yes, I completely agree that the rules benefit those who are making them. They set the rules up in t...

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw
RT @cdt133: A3.2: Government's relationship towards business should be adversarial, because without controls business will exploit people t...
Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer @JimmySW @OfficialMacroSW A4. Politicians claim to be. Since 1970, wages & salaries of workers as a % of GDP have declined. During the same period, corporate profits as a % of GDP increased. Coincident to those facts, the % of US workers who are members of a union declined too. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul RT @AmandaYurich: @JimmySW @OfficialMacroSW The rules typically benefit tax payers, or more specific, those who have money. The market func...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson RT @JimmySW: Q4: Who is looking out for the American worker? Who do you think should be & what could be done? #MacroSW https://t.co/QhxX84e8...

Samantha Chico @mswsamantha RT @NiloSW: @SWmsilva imagine a world governed by social workers #MacroSW https://t.co/orerHSm2u4

Tatiana Perilla @TatianaPerill18 @keriswsandiego @nika_sw @JimmySW I think there is a middle class but it's poorly defined. #MacroSW

Jordan Lyman Dye @JordanLymanDye @EsmeMsw I mean that people compare their wages to other people's wages, and this exacerbates inequality. #MacroSW

Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1 Q4: Social Workers Duh....but this is definitely a problem that must be addressed as a collaborative and collective society. We need to recognize our role in this unequal system and make active movements toward equality #MacroSW
Kate Elena @KateElena1
A3: The rules as they are benefit those at the top as they have the wealth and thereby social power to influence how the rules are written. #macrosw

SM4SW📱@sm4sw
RT @MuRypham: @JimmySW The Unions used to look out for the American worker and it should still be he unions that do today. When union jobs...

Deisy @graciadeisy95
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when people can't afford basic necessities. #MacroSW

Kristina Powell @Kristin73536683
A3: These rules would hurt individuals and benefit those working in government positions if careful attention is not paid to what areas funding is going and the majority of people are not taken into consideration. #macrosw

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
A4. I think the American worker has to look out for themselves. Companies and government should have the working classes back, but instead fall to the knees of the top 1%. Electing honest officials and educating the voting public on candidates before voting. #MacroSW

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw
RT @NiloSW: @SWmsilva imagine a world governed by social workers #MacroSW https://t.co/orerHSm2u4

Anna @Anna66253093
A4). Who is looking out for the American worker? ...Only the American workers themselves. #MacroSW
keri @keriswsandiego
@JimmySW A4 It used to be the best of what brought our country together; equal representation and individual rights and freedoms. It used to be unions, churches or places that taught morals and values #MacroSW

Laura Morales @_Lmorales24
A4: The American Worker is and has been forced to lookout for Himself and Herself! Going back to Inequality #MacroSW

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85
@JimmySW If the government sets the rules for how the market functions, they will always favor the wealthy because they want to stay in their good graces incase they decide to help out the government with some of their own money! Never upset a wealthy person..... #MACROSW https://t.co/4r0tQrpCbh

SWmsilva @SWmsilva
A4: I think all of society should be looking out for one another, thus every single person should look out for the American worker. We are only stronger together. When we begin to disengage from showing kindness and concern for others is when social injustice occurs #MacroSW

Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley
Q3. If the government sets the rules for how the market functions, who do these rules benefit or hurt? I would think that all the rules may not benefit some as much as others. #macrosw

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @SWmsilva There are eight(?) social workers in the US Congress- two senators and the rest representatives. That's why s...
Rascal @Rascal27650579
@JimmySW Not really understand the question... Can someone explain to me? Thank you. #MacroSW

Maddy Brokman @BrokmanMaddy
A4: The American worker looks out for himself & his fellow workers, but they are not the ones who hold the majority of power to make big changes. Those with power, government, and organization's administrations should be looking out for their people #macrosw

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
Q: Who do they benefit ? #macroSW https://t.co/5Ewb3tm4Pu

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Join this fantastic group of Social Workers in State and Local Office https://t.co/X7sAOixfIT via @NASW! #MacroSW

Daniela R @Daniela56027845
RT @yUhatin4: A2: Inequality becomes a problem when Kylie Jenner is considered a self made billionaire yet Veterans don't have a place to s...

AMSW @ANGEMSW
A3: the government would favor the rich, they would set the rules to look after the rich, rather than those who need help. I feel as though we're currently seeing that with our government now #MacroSW

Kaley @kaleybond01
RT @SWmsilva: A4: I think all of society should be looking out for one another, thus every single person should look out for the American...
Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1 @NiloSW @SWmsilva If only 😍😍😍 #MacroSW

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
A4: Currently no one is looking out for the American worker. We now have people in office that we are expecting to represent us, as we always expect, although we are hoping this will be the change we have been waiting for. We are hoping these people will step but to. #macrosw

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
A4: The only one to look out for the American worker is the American worker. In most cases, the richer employers of the workers often pay their workers inadequately, and the only ones who fully understand the needs of the American workers. #Macrosw #Swk4999 https://t.co/9G8PKISzmY

Kyleigh @kyleighannevd
A4) Elected officials should be looking out for the American worker as a whole, as well as our community. But as individuals, workers need to realize the power of their own voice. #MacroSW

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
A4) It would depend on how you define the "American worker." Someone who is making minimum wage would and should not be grouped with those in CEO positions that make 3 or 4 times the average person's salary. #MacroSW

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
A3. Well, isn't there rules set already? The way it is working which is a Chaos! IF the government actually focused in establishing rules then there may be some equal distribution but it will hurt the them since they are getting some good income and hurt the rich but #MacroSW
Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
A4: The American worker is looking out for the American worker such as the labor unions and concerned parties. Overall, they have common ground. Everybody should be looking out for the American worker, because it is in the best interest for the economy. #MacroSW #SWK4999

Séphora Saint Pierre @sephorasp
@JimmySW A3: the rules benefit the top 1%. They hurt the middle class, working citizens, and those with a lower socioeconomic status. #Macrosw

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
A4: Continued...the plate and not be sell outs like their predecessors and be bought out by money. Those that have been elected to the government should be held accountable to represent the people and what they experience in their everyday lives. #macrosw

Sherlyna Hanna @SherlynaHanna
A4.) Nobody. Equal Opportunity is becoming a myth in America. I believe that we need to be looking out for ourselves and our communities, especially when it comes to supporting small local businesses vs. supporting large corporations. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
A4: Social workers, labor unions, some politicians, but not many. #macrosw

Becky @Becky55238155
@ANGEMSW @SocialwerkKB It’s a huge problem for everyone that seems overwhelming. It shows the importance of working toward policy changes. #MacroSW
Christopher Thomas @cdt133
A4: Social workers are, or should be. However this is a macro political issue, and one would hope that the answer would be "certain politicians." There aren't enough. We need social workers in advisory roles, policy roles, in office. Workers are more vulnerable than ever #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @artyia95: A4: The only one to look out for the American worker is the American worker. In most cases, the richer employers of the worker...

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
A4. I would like to say the government but we all know that isn't true. It seems the only people who are is us which is why we need more social workers in politics. We have way too many big wig lawyers and CEO's. Lets make the change happen people. #macrosw

Gabrielle @gabriellefas
@JimmySW A4: Unions. We should be looking out for ourselves, demanding better conditions, pay, benefits. Let's start with social work and then move on from there! Major players like @nasw need to come out to encourage unionization of our profession. #MacroSW

Ryan Ronquillo @RyanR0007
A4 #macrosw https://t.co/cx3HgnwRsD

Audrey @audreymsw
@KaleoDOTSW I agree! It's frustrating that those with more wealth do not pay nearly as much as they should in taxes #MacroSW
Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
the other party. goes towards the 3rd question #MacroSW

Carlos Moreno @yUhatin4
A4: Nobody is looking out for the American worker, we're taught to be "self made" and to worry about ourselves. A government in a functioning society would be looking out for it's workers #MacroSW

Maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia
A3. Those who are getting hurt are the working families and the middle class. They are getting crushed while the super-rich game the system. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A4: Why Social Workers Should Run for Office via @NASW #MacroSW https://t.co/PwxOSbHBJq

Danielle Mannion @DanielleMannio3
As long as unions are a bad word in the our industries no one will look out for the American worker. #MacroSW

Ky @kyky9020
a4: Unfortunately, no one is really looking out for the American worker. You could say that there are unions, etc- but bird's eye view... they have to look out for themselves. How to fix it? Get more SW in office. #MacroSW #macrosw

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A4 It is our job as social workers to advocate for the American worker through policy change and policy reform #MacroSW
Kris @SocialwerkKB
RT @SherlynaHanna: A4.) Nobody. Equal Opportunity is becoming a myth in America. I believe that we need to be looking out for ourselves an...

SocialWorkAF @SocialWorkAF
Yes! We need to take the power back into our own hands. That also means organizing and supporting unions! #macrosw

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Next question coming up!!! #MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
A4. I would like to think that social workers, some law makers and people who are moved with empathy and compassion. People who are directly affected by issues usually are the ones fighting for change as well. (i.e. gun violence) #MacroSW

Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavarel1
@JimmySW It is hard to tell who is actually looking out for workers and who is playing along to get elected. I think that we need to empower unions to work on behalf of the American worker. Unions are not perfect either but they at least provide a counterbalance corporate money. #MacroSW

SWmsilva @SWmsilva
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Join this fantastic group of Social Workers in State and Local Office https://t.co/X7sAOixfIT via @NASW! #MacroSW ht...

Laura Morales @_Lmorales24
@M01ly_J3an Great Answer Molly, Totally agree with you! #MacroSW https://t.co/1gwckmAiAV
Carlos Moreno @yUhatin4 9 hours ago
A4: Collective Action can be done and for money to be taken out of politics #MacroSW https://t.co/p08N46cBVs

Daniela R @Daniela56027845 9 hours ago
RT @karenzgoda: A4: Why Social Workers Should Run for Office via @NASW #MacroSW https://t.co/PwxOSbHBJq

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW 9 hours ago
Q5: After watching the film, do you agree/disagree with the idea of equal opportunity and the American Dream? #MacroSW https://t.co/5rbZQ15ywU

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw 9 hours ago
@SWmsilva This is true. Social injustice becomes prevalent when people are only looking out for their own best interest and forget about the needs of others and their community. #MacroSW

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney 9 hours ago
A4: Every worker has to have their own back these days. I think bringing back unions would help with lack of trust and job security. #MacroSW

Gianina B @GianinaB_ 9 hours ago
A4: They are looking out for themselves. It has become a game of survival of the fittest. The ones in power should be doing more and advocating for those who seem to be struggling. #MacroSW

Valentina Heather @valtheather 9 hours ago
A3: Benefits people who have the biggest coin purses and hurts people who struggle getting their basic needs met. #macrosw https://t.co/XmhB1ICf4R
Alondra @ammelendez3387 9 hours ago
A4) those who are actually for us! we should all be looking out for each other. #MacroSW

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85 9 hours ago
@JimmySW A4: Sometimes even the American worker doesn't look out for the American worker!! We need to work together to make a difference, starting with the top! #MacroSW https://t.co/OPCm8zzvaX

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda 9 hours ago
A4: SUPER excited to be a social worker member of @SEIU509!! #MacroSW https://t.co/6BhMwNPWfg

Anastasia Beaverhausen @AnastasiatheSW 9 hours ago
best tweet ever! #MacroSW

Jordan Lyman Dye @JordanLymanDye 9 hours ago
A4. Corporations should look out for the american worker more than they are. They (The C Suite) won't get paid unless there are people willing to work. They should thank the workers by taking less money and redistribute the profits to the workers! #MacroSW

Laurie Andrews @Powerhousemaidn 9 hours ago
A4 Who IS looking out for the American worker?? I’m not even sure. Our policy makers should be, but those at the top, are not. Many new Congressional leaders seem to be trying to, but hands are still tied up in archaic, illogical beliefs and laws that need to change. #macrosw https://t.co/UxfjgkYbYx

ashley @ashleyleyvaa 9 hours ago
Q: In all reality, who is looking out for the American worker ? It’s us , WE are looking out for OURSELVES. Who should be ? EVERYONE #macrosw https://t.co/7dXEp0uWuT
carlos moreno @yUhatin4
A4: Awareness needs to be brought to the American people so they can stop believing in pundits and false prophets #MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
@DunbrookSydney I think that if people really want change they must be involved in the change effort. #MacroSW

SocialWorkAF @SocialWorkAF
A5: The “American Dream” and equal opportunity is a lie that tricks everyday Americans into believing our country is a just and fair society. In reality, the game is rigged to make it easy for some to succeed immensely and very difficult for others to succeed modestly #macrosw

Jillian✨ Drummond @JilliDru
@JimmySW Unions have done a great job of representing the working class. But the current economy funnels wealth to the top thereby making it harder for American workers to achieve economic stability. There needs to be Policy & Legislation that benefits working Americans. #MacroSW

Lisa @safetymom4
A4: good question! The govt should be. All statistics show the deficit in wages to keep up with cost of living. Unless the federal govt steps in to raise the minimum wage, which will stimulate the economy, I doubt there will be a resolution. #MacroSW

AraseliMSW @araseli604
Q2: Inequality becomes a problem when it threatens our democracy. The rich are getting richer and the poor are getting poorer. The few rich individuals making all the decisions is a huge threat! #macrosw #csusm
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
#macrosw

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Soo many great tweets. It’s easy to get lost in the feed reading the responses. #MacroSW

Daniela R @Daniela56027845
RT @gabriellefas: @JimmySW A4: Unions. We should be looking out for ourselves, demanding better conditions, pay, benefits. Let’s start with...

SM4SW ✨ @sm4sw
RT @JimmySW: Q5: After watching the film, do you agree/disagree with the idea of equal opportunity and the American Dream?
#MacroSW https://...

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
A5: After watching the film, yes, I agree with equal opportunity; because it means that everybody should have a chance at being successful if they work hard enough, and this corresponds with the American dream. #MacroSW #SWK4999
https://t.co/Avw6UG0CyK

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
A3: I can see the future and by 2020 the new buildings of Coca Cola HQ, Monsanto, Watson pharmaceuticals, and Meryl Lynch will replace the capital buildings! 😳 #MacroSW
Kris @SocialwerkKB
The America dream has been an exclusive concept only truly attainable by white males of privilege so I think the movie just shows that the american dreams is actually a nightmare #MacroSW

Jennifer Arroyo @arroyo_yah
@JimmySW #macrosw https://t.co/RDYKjic8Af

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood
Honestly, Those in the helping profession and then workers are looking out for other workers. The rich should be investing in the middle class, like stated in “Inequality For All” #MacroSW

AshleyBrookeWise @abrooke1210
#macrosw

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @LChudzik85: @JimmySW A4: Sometimes even the American worker doesn't look out for the American worker!! We need to work together to make...

NiloSW @NiloSW
A4: the government should be looking out for the American people! “Government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth” #MacroSW https://t.co/97XalYJQZr

Shelly @ShellYa_002
A4. I think there are organizations that look out for American workers, but unfortunately they don’t own major news networks #macrosw
taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilaniia
A4: The American worker is looking out for themselves because if they don’t in our society, who will? No one. I think we should all be looking out for each other, I don't know if we can ever depend on our government honestly. #macrosw https://t.co/dlwaV7oeQP

NasElmi @Hadees71958454
Hi, my name is Hadis. I'm a first year MSW student at USU #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
#macrosw https://t.co/ssylDy2Df8

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW

Britney Carbajal @BritneyCarbajal
@JimmySW Right now- AOC and a small number of politicians. Would love to see more "American workers" in politics. #MacroSW https://t.co/doyYbpk45Z

Kristina Powell @Kristin73536683
A5: I agree with the ideal of the American dream and I think that it use to be attainable but I do not believe that is the case any longer... Sadly. #macrosw

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
@JaclynP19 YES!!! #MacroSW

NikaSW @nika_sw
A5 I don’t agree that the American Dream is real when the United States compared to other countries is more likely to have children born in poverty stay in poverty. Something is off here... #MacroSW
Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A4 Social workers should help advocate for the American worker. This could be done by raising awareness of certain issues, educating voters, or running for office ourselves. #macrosw

Alyssa Mosher @AlyssaMosher4
I do not fully agree with the idea of the American dream because America is no longer shaped or intended to have equal opportunity. I believe there is hope for the future for the American dream if the gap can be filled between the extremely wealthy and the middle class. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: A4: SUPER excited to be a social worker member of @SEIU509!! #MacroSW https://t.co/6BhMwNPWfg

Rascal @Rascal27650579
A4: I don’t know what I suppose to answer for Q4, but Social workers we just do our best as we can for others. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: A4: Why Social Workers Should Run for Office via @NASW #MacroSW https://t.co/PwxOSbHBJq

Alejandra @Alejand38536209
RT @kaleybond01: @kailey_raines Agreed! #macrosw

Samantha Chico @mswsamantha
A5: The American dream is now a reality of staying in poverty. It’s an American trap #macrosw
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 8 hours ago
RT @Powerhousemaidn: A4 Who IS looking out for the American worker??? I’m not even sure. Our policy makers should be, but those at the top...

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090 8 hours ago
@MeraJawad Agreed! It affects the economy, and equal opportunities for the general public. #MacroSW #SWK4999

SocialWorkAF @SocialWorkAF 8 hours ago
RT @BritneyCarbajal: @JimmySW Right now- AOC and a small number of politicians. Would love to see more "American workers" in politics. #Mac...

Melanie Hunt @melanienhunt 8 hours ago
A4. There are not many people looking out for the American worker, we are all taking care of ourselves. As future social workers we will advocate and help make change to the current work industry. #macrosw

carlos moreno @yUhatin4 8 hours ago
A5: I disagree in that we have equal opportunity in America and as far as the American dream goes, until we address systemic changes it is no longer attainable for the majority of Americans #MacroSW

mera jawad @MeraJawad 8 hours ago
A4. The American workers typically look out for themselves. The government and people in power should be looking out for them. But this is not realistically the case #SWK4999 #MacroSW

Gavin @KaleoDOTSW 8 hours ago
A4: This guy (Robert Reich). #macrosw My bro Rob
https://t.co/L1N2E3Nnas
LChudzik85 @LChudzik85
@JimmySW #MacroSW https://t.co/XEUMp85nfe 8 hours ago

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @nika_sw: A5 I don't agree that the American Dream is real when the United States compared to other countries is more likely to have chi...
8 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@JimmySW #MacroSW https://t.co/EuOxdLNQPE 8 hours ago

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
A5: After watching the film I agree that with the idea of equal opportunity and the American dream because everyone should have that right. #Macrosw #Swk4999 8 hours ago

Emily @emvlzqz
RT @NiloSW: A4: the government should be looking out for the American people! “Government of the people, by the people, for the people, sha...
8 hours ago

Gabrielle @gabriellefas
@JimmySW A4: We need to change the messaging around “unskilled labor” & service jobs as being less valuable. We need to assert that every worker is valuable and deserves a living wage indexed to cost of housing and necessities in specific localities. #MacroSW 8 hours ago

Erica @SW_Erica14
American workers have to look out for them selves and fight for their rights when there needs to be a change. These workers tend to make unions and are in the middle class. #macroSW 8 hours ago
Laura Morales @_Lmorales24
As a Immigrant in the United States, To live the American Dreams has always been a Goal... Until you Live here and Can Barely Make It to Fully Enjoy that "Dream" #MacroSW https://t.co/5TXFmPdWP1

Ky @kyky9020
A5: I loved the film. I definintely believe in equal opp. but i don't know about the American Dream anymore- I want to believe it's a thing but it's just so incredibly hard to make that an actual attainable goal #macrosw

Séphora Saint Pierre @sephorasp
@JimmySW A4: Social service agencies, unions, helping professions, community/state/ national initiatives, grants/programs. #MacroSw

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
Hmmmm.... Well, what I have learned there is no-one looking out for the American worker, but may be themselves. #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @JimmySW: Q5: After watching the film, do you agree/disagree with the idea of equal opportunity and the American Dream? #MacroSW https://...

Selene Vera @SeleneVera11
A4: The only one looking out for the American worker is the American worker. Workers best understand the economical struggle. People should be able to set their own limitations and conditions and this is a job for the whole society and community. @JimmySW #macrosw
Kaley @kaleybond01
@JimmySW Not so much anymore, ideally we all have the same opportunities to pursue education, but more often than not fear of student loan debt/no access to loans keep those in low income communities stuck there #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JimmySW: Q5: After watching the film, do you agree/disagree with the idea of equal opportunity and the American Dream? #MacroSW https://...

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
A5: “We don’t have to engage in grand, heroic actions to participate in the process of change. Small acts, when multiplied by millions of people, can transform the world.” — Howard Zinn #MacroSW

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood
There will never be an “Equal Opportunity” when there are rich individuals profiting off of the poverty of others. The true American dream once symbolized hard work and prosperity but hard work is no longer enough. It barely pays the energy bill and gas. #MacroSW

Wendy Mendoza @WendyMe07732961
A.5. I def believe in the idea of equal opportunity BUT the american dream is a complete lie in the society we are currently living in. We can not work hard and achieve anything we want because many have been doing this and are stuck in the same place #macrosw

Alejandra @Alejand38536209
@JimmySW we are no better off than we were before :( #MacroSW
Katie Brunco @KatieBrunco 8 hours ago
A5: I agree with equal opportunity. Although I don’t think it will ever be 100%... we have a good chance of closing the gap of inequality with government change. #MacroSW

Georgia @Georgia26463576 8 hours ago
#macrosw A3 Certain rules clearly benefit the wealthy. the wealthier understand how to manipulate the tax laws and get more out of their income and assets. the gov has been wanted to cut SS benefits bc apparently, it's too costly. people rely on those funds to live

Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola 8 hours ago
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @karenzgoda @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @pornda...

Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola 8 hours ago
RT @VilissaThompson: Hello #MacroSW peeps! Popping in while on a call tonight. Hope everyone is enjoying Spring! https://t.co/LHWlQmnmY7

keri @keriswsandiego 8 hours ago
@NiloSW Isn’t there a "WE" in the preamble? Like "We the people"? Not just me, myself and my $$$ #macrosw

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer 8 hours ago
@JimmySW @OfficialMacroSW Everyone should have equal opportunity to pursue a life of liberty & happiness, period. #MacroSW

Kristie Holmes @DrKristie 8 hours ago
@karenzgoda @nasw You make amazing friends! #macrosw https://t.co/jNns6J0V53
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Lmorales24: As an immigrant in the United States, to live the American Dreams has always been a Goal... Until you live here and can Bar...

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
Q5: It’s sad to say but I don’t think there will ever be an equal opportunity nor is the American Dream achievable because the economy prevents us from climbing up that ladder. #macrosw https://t.co/MLOJDLMWD3

Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz
Q4: I believe that individuals in congress should be looking out for the interest of the American people, unfortunately that is not happening. Unions often are starting to be the ones #macrosw

Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola
RT @JimmySW: Q1: What’s happening today in terms of distribution of wealth? Why’s it happening? What do you see happening & what are the ca...

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Next question coming up!!!! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @gabriellefas: @JimmySW A4: We need to change the messaging around “unskilled labor” & service jobs as being less valuable. We need to a...

Becky @Becky55238155
@oobyava @DunbrookSydney I agree. And there should be more awareness and dialogue of what can be done to improve the situation, as to many it seems too overwhelming. #MacroSW
Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola
RT @JimmySW: Q2: When do you think inequality becomes a problem? #MacroSW https://t.co/EPARHCR54a

8 hours ago

Alejandra @Alejand38536209
Hi, my name is Alejandra. #macrosw

8 hours ago

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers
A5: The American Dream was probably never feasible for most, and it definitely isn't attainable today. There is no equal opportunity to be successful in this country. #MacroSW

8 hours ago

K Walker @KWalker64555742
@JimmySW A4: The American worker is looking out for themselves and I think elected officials should be looking out them. I think putting a cap on elected officials salaries and making them & their family live under the same incomes as the poorest community in their sector. #MacroSW

8 hours ago

NiloSW @NiloSW
A5: I agree that there should be equal opportunity, but that the "American Dream" is unrealistic and unattainable for even the most hardworking families in the United States. #macrosw https://t.co/IPH2HOLyDS

8 hours ago

Hector Avila @Havila44
@haileyhollywood Great answer! The rich should invest in the middle class. #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola
RT @JimmySW: Q4: Who is looking out for the American worker? Who do you think should be & what could be done? #MacroSW https://t.co/QhxX84e...

8 hours ago
Kris @SocialwerkKB  
#MacroSW https://t.co/fYYIpimmDu  

8 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @KaleoDOTSW: A4: This guy (Robert Reich). #macrosw My bro Rob https://t.co/L1N2E3Nnas  

8 hours ago

Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola  
RT @JimmySW: Q5: After watching the film, do you agree/disagree with the idea of equal opportunity and the American Dream? #MacroSW https://...  

8 hours ago

kjhedberg @kjhedberg  
A5: This question can not be simply answered in this text box, however, I agree you have to make opportunities in life for yourself and those who work harder normally shows. but the does not mean everyone has equal access! #macroSW  

8 hours ago

monica Davis @Monica_d_2018  
A4 part 1 of 2: The American worker looks over him or herself... The government looks out for some of the Americans but since there are so many people in need, the government really needs to change 1st the distribution of wealth... #MacroSW  

8 hours ago

Justin B. @gonesurfing4  
I'm going with disagree #macrosw https://t.co/l1cAPztAle  

8 hours ago

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95  
A5. Based on the film, equality seems like a great thing and we should try to make it happen but in reality it is a hoax. There are too many people behind the scenes preventing it from happening. Think of all the refugees who come here in search of the American dream... #macrosw  

8 hours ago
Gianina B @GianinaB_ 8 hours ago
Q5: I personally do not believe in the American Dream because equality does not exist, and I feel sad for those who come to America to obtain that and realize it is a whole different ball game over here. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 8 hours ago
RT @BritneyCarbajal: @JimmySW Right now- AOC and a small number of politicians. Would love to see more "American workers" in politics. #Mac...

CaitlinRedmond @CaitlinRedmon11 8 hours ago
@JimmySW Our unions are the backbone of advocacy for the American worker! We need politicians who prioritize representation of the people #MacroSW

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_ 8 hours ago
A5. The American dream is an idea that some people are fortunate enough to be born into. Not everyone is born with the same opportunity depending on socioeconomic status. #MacroSW

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney 8 hours ago
A5: I believe the "original American dream" is gone. I seriously ask myself on a consistent basis, what is the American dream? Because this certainly cannot be it... #MacroSW

AMSW @ANGEMSW 8 hours ago
A5: I no longer agree with the "American dream" people are leaving their country to come to the US, yet find more struggles here because of the huge economic gap. Also, were told to have an education because that will open doors, but does it really? #MacroSW
Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1 8 hours ago
Hell No! It's meant to help people suffer in silence trying to grasp something that is unattainable #MacroSW https://t.co/a6FV4TUMW5

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 8 hours ago
RT @Hadees71958454: Hi, my name is Hadis. I'm a first year MSW student at USU #MacroSW

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW 8 hours ago
Q6: What do you think most Americans don't realize about Income Inequality? #MacroSW https://t.co/dMjxbKr983

NinaN @NinaN35519745 8 hours ago
@JimmySW A4. Unions with a social work foundation can support and advocate for the American workers by utilizing policy and policy changes. #Macrosw

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85 8 hours ago
@KaleoDOTSW LOVE THIS GUY!!!! #MACROSW https://t.co/GaY6BxJNOT

Leonor Donayre @donayre_leonor 8 hours ago
@JimmySW A3 the government is definitely not advocating for its people; they are helping themselves. Using rhetoric of racism and fear to push their agenda @realDonaldTrump I think we need people from diverse backgrounds #intersectionality to represent us #MacroSW https://t.co/IxJiCsRnSx

Samantha Chico @mswsamantha 8 hours ago
@keriswsandiego @NiloSW #MacroSW https://t.co/rf0mbh2T4e
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

8 hours ago

RT @NiloSW: A4: the government should be looking out for the American people! “Government of the people, by the people, for the people, sha...

Hector Avila @Havila44

8 hours ago

RT @NiloSW: A4: the government should be looking out for the American people! “Government of the people, by the people, for the people, sha...

Alejandra @Alejand38536209

so true #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara

8 hours ago

A5: I am not going to say I believe in the idea of equal opportunity but I will say there should be some form of equity across the board. Why are these people making millions and not being taxed as much as I am. It doesn't make sense. Even if I make a little over a #macrosw

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw

A5: Equal Opportunity does not exist in the United States, without upward mobility. There is no opportunity to rise above poverty and achieve the American Dream when you don't have assets to begin with. Many people in the "middle class" work hard and don't move forward #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo

A5: I believe that the american dream was once attainable but over time the concept of equal opportunities is becoming no more. #macrosw

8 hours ago

Erica @Erica26199296

I disagree #MacroSW https://t.co/YUS6Q1IP0e

8 hours ago
Shelly @ShellYa_002
A5. As social Workers we have to remember to find hope in even the most dire situations, and as Americans we get to decide and be a part of what our American dream is. #macrosw

Kaley @kaleybond01
@JimmySW Now most jobs will pay more if we’re willing to go deeper in student loan debt #macroSW https://t.co/EvSpDKJ5pl

DulceAB @DulceAB7
Even if you have money in this country do you believe the color of your skin and cultural background matters??Is inequality based on oppression? Are individuals being empowered? #MacroSw

NasElmi @Hadees71958454
A1: money brings money. And I also believe that culture of poverty plays a role here. #MacroSW

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
A5: Continued...certain bracket now I make to much, so now there is this fear that if someone makes too much, being of middle class or lower they will be taxed a lot more which created this consequences of purposely making a certain amount of money which will #macrosw

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DrKristie: @karenzgoda @nasw You make amazing friends! #macrosw https://t.co/jNns6J0V53

Kris @SocialwerkKB
@GianinaB_ Yes! #Macrosw https://t.co/xuSydhoj7e
Laurie Andrews @Powerhousemaidn
A5 I'd like to think that it's still a reality, but, at this point, it seems like fantasy. #macroSW https://t.co/DDqypAX9j5

8 hours ago

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
Each has to put in their part and understand so that equality can increase. #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
A5: Continued2.... only get a person so far in life. As for the American Dream, that has been tossed out the window. I feel that was originally for immigrants who saw the US as an opportunity to be free. #macrosw

8 hours ago

Isabel @Isabel_MSW
@mswsamantha That is such a spot-on comparison! The American dream is merely an illusion to mask the amount of inequalities and injustices present within society. How can the U.S. claim to be one of the greatest nations in the world, yet the level of inequality is so incredibly high? #macrosw

8 hours ago

NiloSW @NiloSW
RT @keriswsandiego: @NiloSW Isn't there a "WE" in the preamble? Like "We the people"? Not just me, myself and my $$$ #macrosw

8 hours ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@DrKristie @JimmySW @OfficialMacroSW Great to see you tonight Kristie!! #MacroSW

8 hours ago
Lucretia @lulu00115987  
A5: In today's reality achieving the American dream can be difficult, especially if you live in a high cost of living area. Owning a home used to be the measure of the dream yet with high median house prices, it is really a dream for the average American. #macrosw

Sandra @SandiiiAT  
A 3. The rules benefit global and national wealthy corporations in a variety of markets, they are the only ones with sufficient capital to afford the fees associated with regulations. It eliminates competition preventing lower earners from climbing the ladder #MacroSW

SWMxHameed @HameedSw @JimmySW How absurdly extreme it is #MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava @sephorasp @JimmySW I agree with you Sephora that we do have people who are fighting to protect and change laws to benefit all people. #MacroSW

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw RT @keriswsandiego: @NiloSW Isn't there a "WE" in the preamble? Like "We the people"? Not just me, myself and my $$$ #macrosw

Alondra @ammelendez3387  
A5.) Do I believe that each of us deserve this opportunity/chance at this dream? Yes. Do I believe this country is allowing us to have this? Not really. Well, at least not fairly. #MacroSW
Georgia @Georgia26463576 8 hours ago
@JimmySW #MacroSW I am not sure who's looking out for the American worker these times. Should be our president and senators I suppose. Isn't that what we are paying them for?

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 8 hours ago
#MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 8 hours ago
RT @SandiiiAT: A 3. The rules benefit global and national wealthy corporations in a variety of markets, they are the only ones with suffici...

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney 8 hours ago
RT @ShellYa_002: A5. As social Workers we have to remember to find hope in even the most dire situations, and as Americans we get to decide...

monica Davis @Monica_d_2018 8 hours ago
A4 part 2 of 2: 2nd the government needs to do an assessment of the thresholds and guidelines that determines how they are currently looking out for the American worker and if they need to provide additional help. #MacroSW

SocialWorkAF @SocialWorkAF 8 hours ago
@ShannonHovanes1 #macrosw https://t.co/p6U8ufLx6i

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090 8 hours ago
A6: Most Americans do not understand how little individuals who live in poverty have V.S how much the rich individuals have. Therefore, there is no equality when dealing with income. #MacroSW #SWK4999 https://t.co/pM5KrWihnX
SM4SW 📢 @sm4sw
RT @JimmySW: Q6: What do you think most Americans don't realize about Income Inequality? #MacroSW
https://t.co/dMjxbKr983

8 hours ago

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
This was great ! #macrosw

8 hours ago

brenda @baguayo2020
A5: I agree with the idea of obtaining an American Dream but the opportunity to achieve it, decreases year after year. #macrosw

8 hours ago

Rascal @Rascal27650579
Q5, it depends. I mean the film analysis the problems very clearly and understand what is happening in the US. American Dream, why so many people want to work in the US because people think they might can have the same opportunity just like those who’ve succeeded. #macrosw

8 hours ago

NikaSW @nika_sw
A6 The top 400 richest people have more wealth than the bottom 150 million Americans all together. haha #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Selene Vera @SeleneVera11
A5: There should be equal opportunity, unfortunately, thats not the case. The American Dream seems so far away for so many. @JimmySW #macrosw

8 hours ago

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A5 We do not have an equal opportunity America. In my opinion, the American Dream is a myth created to entice the working class to spend money they don't have on useless things in a vain attempt to attain the "dream" or to feel successful by owning things. #macrosw

8 hours ago
Carlos Moreno @yUhatin4
A5: Part of the American dream is class mobility, you're born poor, you work hard you get rich. It's all collapsed #MacroSW

Kristina Powell @Kristin73536683
@ashleyleyvaa That is so true! #macrosw

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
A6: Americans don't like the way wealth is currently distributed in this country. But they dislike wealth redistribution policies even more. There's no such thing as the 99% and the 1%. #Macrosw #Swk4999 https://t.co/hbzwOvIJUy

Kristie Holmes @DrKristie
I think a hidden cause of inequality is forced arbitration and non disclosure agreements. The fine print in your contract you don’t believe matters for you. (Think Uber & 75% of employers) #MacroSW

NasElmi @Hadees71958454
A3: people in power will benefit the most. They set the rules the way it would not put their position and socioeconomic status in risk. #MacroSW

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia
A4. The only person looking out Americans is the American worker. For example in some cases richer employers tend to pay inadequitly. #MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
Beautifully said!!! #MacroSW
taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilanii
8 hours ago
A5: I go back and forth on my feelings towards equal opportunity. I believe everyone should have the same chance of success & feeling secure in life. But do I think taking things away from others hard work like in the Harvard lawsuit of asian discrimination... No. #macrosw https://t.co/PidFLwrTpN

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
8 hours ago
YASSSSSSSSSSSSS who else?? #MacroSW 🗳 🏢✅

Arlette @ArletteSanch20
8 hours ago
@JimmySW A5: I agree that everyone should have equal opportunities but I'm still waiting on the "American Dream" #MacroSW https://t.co/VteWNwTC45

Audrey @audreymsw
8 hours ago
@ANGEMSW Agreed. It's sad that the 'American Dream' is no longer really attainable anymore #MacroSW

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003
8 hours ago
A4: The American worker is looking out for themselves. Realistically we all have to look out for ourselves and help each other through out #MacroSW

AraseliMSW @araseli604
8 hours ago
@JimmySW After watching the film I disagree with the equal opportunity and the American dream because of the many barriers such as income inequality and discrimination. Working 2 or 3 jobs is now becoming the norm. #MacroSW #csusmsw
Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A6) Here in Southwest FL they think it doesn't exist at all for the most part but for defined pockets that have been historically disadvantaged. They have a hard time seeing past the beaches and palm trees to see what actually exists. #MacroSW

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
The next question is super easy 😄 #MacroSW https://t.co/dED7ePayXw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JimmySW: Q6: What do you think most Americans don’t realize about Income Inequality? #MacroSW https://t.co/dMjxbKr983

Leonor Donayre @donayre_leonor
@JimmySW A5 The American Dream has always been an ideal mainly based the protestant ethic and the spirit of capitalism. The American dream is unattainable and blames others for an unfair system of inequality #macroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Join this fantastic group of Social Workers in State and Local Office https://t.co/X7sAOixfIT via @NASW! #MacroSW ht...

Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavareI1
@JimmySW The American Dream is a narrative that was created to encourage people to keep their head down and work. It stems from capitalistic ideals. There is nothing wrong with the American Dream itself, but it is pushed as the only measure of success. #MacroSW
brenda @baguayo2020
You make a great point because the American Dream...is essentially turning into a dream..unrealistic @WendyMe07732961 #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ArletteSanch20: @JimmySW A5: I agree that everyone should have equal opportunities but I'm still waiting on the "American Dream" #Macro...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @taylorrleilanii: A5: I go back and forth on my feelings towards equal opportunity. I believe everyone should have the same chance of su...

Alejandra @Alejand38536209
Q 5: Unfortunately, the "American Dream" is practically unachievable. Even with an education people still struggle to meet their basic needs. #MacroSW

Samantha Chico @mswsamantha @baguayo2020 #MacroSW https://t.co/YH7quZeAgC

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
Q4: I feel that we should all be looking out for the American worker because if you have a job, regardless what it is, whether your a Doctor or a Janitor, everyone should care about worker rights. #WeAreAllOne #MacroSW

AMSW @ANGEMSW @audreymsw Not with how things are currently running in our government. #MacroSW
Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
That is for A4. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @yUhatin4: A5: “We don't have to engage in grand, heroic actions to participate in the process of change. Small acts, when multiplied by...

Tatiana Perilla @TatianaPerill18
The American Dream seems to appeal to people coming from other countries. However, it's really sad that the people who most believe in this dream are largely the ones being oppressed and not given as fair an opportunity to succeed. #MacroSW

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
A6: Since we treated the older generation better in wealth distribution, they are the ones who are increasingly benefiting from the distribution and we continue to be hindered #macroSW

taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilaniii
A5: When it comes to the American dream... Unfortunately what we define as the American dream I think is gone and basically unattainable to the masses. #macrosw

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A6 A6 I don't think most American's realize how many individuals are impacted by income inequality and the severity to which it effects all aspects of their lives #MacroSW

Eileen @Eileen17T
A5: The American Dream is a myth. Freedom isn't free. Our success is measured by economy sized dreams of success and opportunities made up of stagnant mobility #macroSW
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 8 hours ago
RT @donayre_leonor: @JimmySW A5 The American Dream has always been an ideal mainly based the protestant ethic and the spirit of capitalism....

monica Davis @Monica_d_2018 8 hours ago
A4 Additional info: There are other countries with free healthcare and free college. If the government wants to really help those in need, just by providing the two above a great deal of people would be in a whole other place in life. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 8 hours ago
RT @ashleyleyvaa: This was great! #macrosw

NiloSW @NiloSW 8 hours ago
A6: Most American's don't realize the extent to which income inequality exists. #macrosw https://t.co/10NRxnEem3

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers 8 hours ago
A6: I think most Americans don't realize that income inequality is the result of decisions made by the wealthy and powerful. I also think that some white Americans need to be reminded that income inequality isn't the fault of POC or immigrants. #MacroSW

Nica_SW @sw_nica 8 hours ago
A5: I guess the “rags to riches” possibility no longer applies, right? #sarcasm #macrosw

SM4SW 📲 @sm4sw 8 hours ago
RT @SocWrkDoc: A6) Here in Southwest FL they think it doesn't exist at all for the most part but for defined pockets that have been histori...
Dee06x2 @dee06x2  
@AlexAmat8 #MacroSW https://t.co/2h4QNyZzgr

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer  
@JimmySW @OfficialMacroSW A6. That depends on who you poll. I would guess that most Americans care more about equal opportunity rather than income Inequality. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @SocWrkDoc: A6) Here in Southwest FL they think it doesn't exist at all for the most part but for defined pockets that have been histori...

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95  
A6. Americans don't know that their neighbor could be having to go to food pantries to feed their family to pay for their high mortgage because of the want to keep up with the joneses. They may have the same price house but one could be secretly suffering. #macrossw

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD  
@JimmySW #macroSW

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia  
A4. part 2: American workers are the only once who truly understand the need of the people because they know what it is like to work pay check to pay check #MacroSW

Kate Elena @KateElena1  
A5: I absolutely agree with the idea of equal opportunity and the American Dream. Abandoning those ideas was not the purpose of this documentary and is resigning to cynicism. Fighting inequality and injustice is a far more effective way to make dreams real. #macrosw
Lily @lilyjavier0108
A5: I strongly agree with the idea of equal opportunity. It is not fair that 42% of kids born into poverty will not get out #macrosw

Kris @SocialwerkKB
@Alejand38536209 And often times education makes things more difficult because of the debt it creates #Macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @araseli604: @JimmySW After watching the film I disagree with the equal opportunity and the American dream because of the many barriers...

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney
RT @SocWrkDoc: A6) Here in Southwest FL they think it doesn't exist at all for the most part but for defined pockets that have been histori...

Isabel @Isabel_MSW
A6: Most Americans probably don't realize that the income inequality gap is as big as it is. They may be unaware of the fact that such a small portion of Americans possess more wealth and money than millions of other Americans do combined. #macrosw

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
Q6: They don't realize it’s REAL and GROWING. #macrosw https://t.co/DfS2kpybze

Daniela R @Daniela56027845
A5: Achieving the American Dream seems to be more and more difficult to achieve as time goes by. #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @NiloSW: A6: Most American's don't realize the extent to which income inequality exists. #macrosw https://t.co/10NRxnEem3

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Q7: What single word best describes how the film made you feel? #MacroSW https://t.co/sZ1dzfUqVz

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Eileen17T: A5: The American Dream is a myth. Freedom isn't free. Our success is measured by economy sized dreams of success and opportu...

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney
RT @AlexAmat8: Q4: I feel that we should all be looking out for the American worker because if you have a job, regardless what it is, wheth...

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A6 I think most Americans don't know how quickly the inequality gap is increasing. I also think they do not realize that it hasn't always been like this. The gap used to be much smaller. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NiloSW: A6: Most American's don't realize the extent to which income inequality exists. #macrosw https://t.co/10NRxnEem3

Pao @Pa_SW90
Many Americans don't realize that income inequality divides us. As author Packer states, it drives us from one another in schools, in neighborhoods, at work, in what we eat, in what we think, in how we die #macroSW
Arlette @ArletteSanch20
@JimmySW They don't realize it is happening right now and it's affecting everyone, except for the people who are part of the 1% #MacroSW https://t.co/SmvEzaEpWM

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @baguayo2020: You make a great point because the American Dream...is essentially turning into a dream..unrealistic @WendyMe07732961 #mac...

NikaSW @nika_sw
A7 disappointed #MacroSW

Alyssa Mosher @AlyssaMosher4
A6.) That the middle class’s prosperity influences a better economy and therefore if this was improved, we would have a more prosperous economy. #macrosw

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
A6b. Its always the people you least expect it from because Americans don't know how often it happens. #macrosw

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
A6: I think most Americans don't realize they have the opportunity to change their future. Some believe they were dealt a hand of cards and now they just have to live with it. I also believe they don't realize how much this inequality affects their life #MacroSW

Alejandra @Alejand38536209
Q3: The rules clearly benefit those in power. Its sad that so few determine the fate of so many people. #MacroSW

Kaley @kaleybond01
@JimmySW Shocked #macrosw
SM4SW 📱@sm4sw
RT @JimmySW: Q7: What single word best describes how the film made you feel? #MacroSW https://t.co/sZ1dzfUqVz

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ArletteSanch20: @JimmySW They don't realize it is happening right now and it's affecting everyone, except for the people who are part of...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JimmySW: Q7: What single word best describes how the film made you feel? #MacroSW https://t.co/sZ1dzfUqVz

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ashleyleyvaa: Q6: They don't realize it's REAL and GROWING. macrosw https://t.co/DfS2kpybze

Isabel @Isabel_MSW
A7: Disappointed macrosw

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
A7: motivated macroSW

Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood
@JimmySW Sad. #MacroSW

Kris @SocialwerkKB
DISADVANTAGED #MacroSW https://t.co/hsd054TuiA

Tatiana Perilla @TatianaPerill18
RT @NiloSW: A6: Most American's don't realize the extent to which income inequality exists. macrosw https://t.co/10NRxnEem3
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Pa_SW90: Many Americans don't realize that income inequality divides us. As author Packer states, it drives us from one another in scho...

Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley
Q5. After watching the film, do you agree/disagree with the idea of equal opportunity and the American Dream? Being a minority myself i've seen first hand that we will always be trying to create equal opportunity and the "american dream" is a dream not reality. #macrosw

Valerie Alvarez @Valerie74984075
A6: I think most Americans don't realize how big the income difference is between the top 1% and the middle class. Americans have come to see financial struggles as a norm and believe they can't change it #MacroSW

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
A7: Motivated, and knowledgable. #MacroSW #SWK4999 https://t.co/XoNx50FRkn

Selene Vera @SeleneVera11
Twitter Chat 🔥 #macrosw #csusmsw https://t.co/xkp5VbwUh5

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ashleyleyvaa: Q6: They don't realize it's REAL and GROWING. #macrosw https://t.co/DfS2kpybze
DulceAB @DulceAB7
@JimmySW Q4: Everyone should be looking out for one another! Perhaps, there should be a better picture of what is the American worker. Are we talking about the US worker? The US worker can be in a suit or it can be my neighbor working in landscaping. #MacroSW

Katie Brunco @KatieBrunco
A7: Educated #MacroSW https://t.co/5qCRSLvyYy

michelle @michell56213697
A2: Inequality becomes a problem when living in poverty become a matter of not having enough to eat or being homeless. #macrosw

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@JimmySW @OfficialMacroSW Informed #MacroSW

keri @keriswsandiego
@JordanLymanDye @TatianaPerill18 @nika_sw @JimmySW Jordan, but how many of those "those" are there anymore? Can people pay their bills, or are most just going deeper into debt? #macrosw #stupidwealthy

Kailey Raines @kailey_raines
A6: most Americans are naive to it even happening and being an issue. They need to get with it! #macroSW https://t.co/yFBP2oSv2W

SocialWorkAF @SocialWorkAF
A7: Activated! #macrosw

Laura Morales @_Lmorales24
Dazzled #macrosw https://t.co/395Ky7s9Go
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Batoul9090: A7: Motivated, and knowledgable. #MacroSW #SWK4999 https://t.co/XoNx50FRkn

Erica @Erica26199296
A6) #MacroSW https://t.co/rDDz5ijFwq

Sandra @SandiiiAT
A5. I agree with the sentiment of the idea of equal opportunity and the American Dream. However, the effect of gov. regulations & the rise of global corporations, the American Dream is merely a talking point. #MacroSW

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
A6: Americans realize the inequality is great, but they don't care, because every one of them thinks they're gonna be a millionaire one day #MacroSW

taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilaniii
A6: I think the mass majority either don't see it or they will see it's there but won't really take away from themselves in order to give others a chance. Or they're struggling enough themselves they don't see a way to make a change. #macrosw #csusmsw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Valerie74984075: A6: I think most Americans don't realize how big the income difference is between the top 1% and the middle class. Ame...

Samantha Chico @mswsamantha
A7: Speechless #macrosw https://t.co/zbdvhrt5U9
AraseliMSW @araseli604  
Q4: No one is looking out for the worker. The worker is looking after themselves & they are not doing a good job due to many reasons such as retaliation & economic barriers #MacroSW the government should be looking out for its workers because big corporations only take advantage!

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @AbelaSherley: Q5. After watching the film, do you agree/disagree with the idea of equal opportunity and the American Dream? Being a mino...

Lisa @safetymom4  
A7: frustrated! #MacroSW

Wendy Mendoza @WendyMe07732961  
A.7 Frustrated! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
#MacroSW who can participate in this interview?

Rascal @Rascal27650579  
Q7: Reality #macrosw

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95  
A7. Rose colored glasses #macrosw

Melanie Hunt @melanienhunt  
A7. Discouraged #macrosw https://t.co/RWZ5QTvRBf

Alyssa Mosher @AlyssaMosher4  
A7.) Intrigued #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 8 hours ago
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @JimmySW @OfficialMacroSW Informed #MacroSW

Lily @lilyjavier0108 8 hours ago
@ANGEMSW It is so sad how even the individuals born in the US cannot reach the American dream, let alone immigrants #macrosw

Anastasia Beaverhausen @AnastasiatheSW 8 hours ago
@JimmySW Upset #MacroSW

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95 8 hours ago
A7: Concerned. Macrosw #Swk4999 https://t.co/i3YzPDfuny

Arlette @ArletteSanch20 8 hours ago
@JimmySW A7: INFURIATED #MacroSW https://t.co/t8d0sATa7f

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003 8 hours ago
A5 The way I see it in my opinion we do not all have equal opportunity we are born in different classes and we must either work hard to grow big or we must be born in a family that we can inherit it from. #MacroSW

Audrey @audreymsw 8 hours ago
@JimmySW Frustrated #MacroSW

Sherlyna Hanna @SherlynaHanna 8 hours ago
A.7) Empowered #macrosw

valentinaheather @valtheather 8 hours ago
A6: "Middle Class" is an illusion and we are the working poor. #MacroSW https://t.co/IwLOkIkVaw
Leonor Donayre @donayre_leonor
@JimmySW angry. Also, does anyone want to protest during spring break? It will be a fun activity #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD
@JimmySW #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
A7: So many, but if I had to choose one I would say INFORMED! #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Anna @Anna66253093
A7). Disheartening #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448
A5. I don't think most Americans can even fathom how much money the top 1% make. Jeff Bezos makes around 9 million dollars an hour while most of us are living pay check to pay check! #macroSW

8 hours ago

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
A7: #MacroSW https://t.co/5aeQ8PAeJD

8 hours ago

Maddy Brokman @BrokmanMaddy
A6: I believe many Americans do not know the reality of our inequality crisis. They go about their daily lives, some people struggling, without realization of the bigger picture. Sometimes not anyone's fault as shady things happen behind closed curtains #macroSW

8 hours ago

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper
Enlightened #MacroSW https://t.co/5N1vdmrER9

8 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @melanienhunt: A7. Discouraged #macrosw
https://t.co/RWZ5QTvRBf

Kyleigh @kyleighannevd
RT @KatieBrunco: A7: Educated #MacroSW
https://t.co/5qCRSLvyYy

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
Q6: That it is a serious problem that affects your family, friends, coworkers, and it might even be affecting them at their job, but they might not realize it. #MacroSW

Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavare11
@JimmySW The size of it. The income gap is so large that it is impossible to comprehend. The very rich have created a narrative that they are only moderately more wealthy than the middle class. The truth is that they hold more money than the rest of the country combined. #MacroSW

SWMxHameed @HameedSw
@JimmySW Disgusted #MacroSW

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A7 Depressed #macrosw

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
@JimmySW A7: Angry #MacroSW #SWK4999

NiloSW @NiloSW
#macrosw https://t.co/1JFtHqFrpS
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kylie44164448: A5. I don’t think most Americans can even fathom how much money the top 1% make. Jeff Bezos makes around 9 million dolll...

Emily @emvlzqz
Upset! #MacroSW https://t.co/J3CuUYxiUW

Gavin @KaleoDOTSW
A6: Most Americans don't realize that Income Equality is a multidimensional phenomenon. It cant be fixed with a simple change. This needs to be a collective effort. #macrosw https://t.co/xhHPNAthv8

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
A6) Income inequity isn't just about the amount, it's also about how you were raised and how that affected your style of living. $5 for one person is completely different than it is for another. #MacroSW

Kyleigh @kyleighannevd
RT @BrokmanMaddy: A6: I believe many Americans do not know the reality of our inequality crisis. They go about their daily lives, some peop...

Kailey Raines @kailey_raines
A7: frustrated #macroSW https://t.co/9yXx5MqhmE

Kristie Holmes @DrKristie
We can be the change when YOU are in charge of your program & budget (and you will be- I’m looking at you, micro too). Pay your SWs what you pay psychogists & nurses or you keep everyone ⬇️ #MacroSW https://t.co/bw45zcINPJ
Shelly @ShellYa_002
A7. conflicted #macrosw https://t.co/gmT7ZNhYqz

Sherlyna Hanna @SherlynaHanna
A8.) I believe that social workers should be more engaged in our nation’s politics. There are enough social workers to lead the charge to address economic inequality on a local, state, and federal level #macrosw

TFlovers @TFlower29170309
RT @JimmySW: Q7: What single word best describes how the film made you feel? #MacroSW https://t.co/sZ1dzfUqVz

Maddy Brokman @BrokmanMaddy
A7: Motivated #macroSW

Daniela R @Daniela56027845
A7: Enlighten #MacroSW

NasElmi @Hadees71958454
A2: When you read someone saying they need to pick up more hours to be able to buy a pair of jeans and Kloe Kardashian thinks it's cute! #MacroSW

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
A7: frustrated! #MacroSW https://t.co/OQAHHOpSRe

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A7: ENERGIZED. #MacroSW https://t.co/HGYwnZntDh

Nica_SW @sw_nica
A7: sad #macrosw
Adilene Cordova @AdileneCordov11
A6: I think what most Americans don't realize about income inequality is that it’s actually happening until this day, that men and women are not paid equally, and that the rich are getting richer. #macrosw

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw
A7: FRUSTRATED #MacroSW

Anastasia Beaverhausen @AnastasiatheSW
It was challenging to pick one word #MacroSW

Audrey @audreymsw
@JimmySW Most Americans likely don’t realize the severity of the income inequality in America. Most would probably be surprised that a CEO earns 350x more than an average worker. #MacroSW

Sofía Ramallo @snramallo
A7: frustrated #macrosw

Kristina Powell @Kristin73536683 @ArletteSanch20 @JimmySW hahah yes! #macroSW

Rascal @Rascal27650579
Q6: People are focusing on their own business instead of really care about what has been happening these days. #macrosw

Leonor Donayre @donayre_leonor
ok I feel really old because the questions are going by fast. Click click type type #macrosw https://t.co/5VP4kt59OJ

brenda @baguayo2020
A7: IMPACTFUL #macrosw
Georgia @Georgia26463576
@JimmySW I do not agree with the idea of equal opportunity, I believe you have to work super hard in order to get "somewhere". You also have to be smart and resourceful and investigate a lot. Not sure what the American Dream is. My parents were immigrants and busted their hump. #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Lily @lilyjavier0108
A7: Disappointed #macrosw

8 hours ago

AraseliMSW @araseli604
@Erica26199296 I disagree too! Even though people have two or three jobs they are having trouble paying their bills because they aren’t earning a stable and living wage. #MacroSW #csusmsw

8 hours ago

Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1
Q7: overwhelmed #MacroSW

8 hours ago

CaitlinRedmond @CaitlinRedmon11
@JimmySW Income inequality is a form of oppression. #MacroSW

8 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: A7: ENERGIZED. #MacroSW
https://t.co/HGYwnZntDh

8 hours ago

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
A7: Action #MacroSW https://t.co/WGc8I7nWIL

8 hours ago

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Loving the memes to Q7 😊 #MacroSW https://t.co/FADSH5PaLa

8 hours ago

Danielle Mannion @DanielleMannio3
A-7 passionate #MacroSW

8 hours ago
TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @JimmySW: Q2: When do you think inequality becomes a problem? #MacroSW https://t.co/EPARHCR54a

Gianina B @GianinaB_
A7: Informed. Shocked. It is reality. #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @JimmySW: Q6: What do you think most Americans don’t realize about Income Inequality? #MacroSW https://t.co/dMjxbKr983

Jennifer Arroyo @arroyo_yah
A5: I do think there should be equal opportunity for all... but I don’t know if that’s completely possible...many individuals are so focused in surviving that they loose sight of their American dream. #macrosw

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
Q 7: #macrosw https://t.co/nia9SGNS6t

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD
@JimmySW Q2: I think inequality is always a problem. But to most it’s not a problem until enough people are effected by the inequality. #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @JimmySW: Q7: What single word best describes how the film made you feel? #MacroSW https://t.co/sZ1dzfUqVz

B A I L E Y @baileyspenlauu
A7: Driven #MacroSW
NiloSW @NiloSW
Irritated #macrosw https://t.co/MrrgQR7x5D

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @NiloSW: #macrosw https://t.co/1JFtHqFrpS

mera jawad @MeraJawad
A7. Speechless/ disappointed #SWK4999 #MacroSW

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
A5. Well I Believe that everyone should have the equal opportunity in the American dream regardless of nationality, economic status, immigration Status, Sex preferences, etc. However, not everyone has the resources or have privilege to access the same resource. #MacroSW

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
RT @yUhatin4: A7: Action #MacroSW https://t.co/WGc8I7nWIL

Kate Elena @KateElena1
A7: Reflective #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @HameedSw: @JimmySW Disgusted #MacroSW

Kyleigh @kyleighannevD
A7) Empowered #MacroSW

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Okay final question up next!!! #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @carly_hopper: Enlightened #MacroSW https://t.co/5N1vdmrER9

8 hours ago

Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz
A7: upset #macrosw

8 hours ago

Alejandra @Alejand38536209
@JimmySW A2: inequality becomes a problem when people can’t even afford to meet their basic needs. #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003
A6 Most Americans don’t realize about income Inequality is that they can make it to what they want it to be. For some it may not be the easiest but it is possible #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Justin B. @gonesurfing4
A6: I think that Americans don't realize how bad it is and that they are being manipulated by the wealthy to vote against their own interests #macrosw https://t.co/6DCkc5JIXc

8 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @yUhatin4: A7: #MacroSW https://t.co/5aeQ8PAeJD

8 hours ago

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85
EMPOWERED #macrosw https://t.co/GrNBNyqCti

8 hours ago

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Q8: What's next? How do we as social workers address inequality or move forward? #MacroSW https://t.co/8Cb3LvL7lv

8 hours ago

Kristina Powell @Kristin73536683
A7: Frustrated #macrosw

8 hours ago
Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers
A7: Exhausted #MacroSW https://t.co/6YXEgJNnqz

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @artyia95: A7: Concerned. #Macrosw #Swk4999 https://t.co/i3YzPDfuny

Arlette @ArletteSanch20
RT @JimmySW: Loving the memes to Q7 😊 #MacroSW https://t.co/FADSH5PaLa

Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1
I agree, it was really hard to pick just one! Mainly because I had so many different feelings and thoughts throughout the film and after the film during reflection #MacroSW

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A8 I think in order to address this we need to educate voters and advocate for the needs of the many. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JimmySW: Loving the memes to Q7 😊 #MacroSW https://t.co/FADSH5PaLa

Dane Pascoe @DanePascoe
RT @NiloSW: A6: Most American's don't realize the extent to which income inequality exists. #macrosw https://t.co/10NRxnEem3

Alondra @ammelendez3387
A7) my face throughout the movie #MacroSW
K Walker @KWalker64555742 8 hours ago
@JimmySW A6: How big the gap is between the have and the have-nots as far as the unequal distribution of wealth goes. #MacroSW

Samantha Chico @mswsamantha 8 hours ago
A7 #macrosw https://t.co/wfvfJFBg6T

Ryan Ronquillo @RyanR0007 8 hours ago
A6 #macrosw

SM4SW 📲 @sm4sw 8 hours ago
RT @JimmySW: Q8: What’s next? How do we as social workers address inequality or move forward? #MacroSW https://t.co/8Cb3LvL7lv

Hector Avila @Havila44 8 hours ago
A7 disappointed #MacroSW https://t.co/LKyfRaObZS

Virginia J. @Anointing12345 8 hours ago
RT @NiloSW: A6: Most American's don't realize the extent to which income inequality exists. #macrosw https://t.co/10NRxnEem3

Eileen @Eileen17T 8 hours ago
A6: They don't realize how much of the power is actually in our hands. 70% of our economy is consumer spending. The top 1% needs us or they will fail. We keep the economy going. That's why companies go out of business, because we control consumer spending! #macroSW

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia 8 hours ago
A7. INSPIRED #MacroSW https://t.co/yhq99qdRd6
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JimmySW: Q8: What’s next? How do we as social workers address inequality or move forward? #MacroSW
https://t.co/8Cb3LvL7Iv

8 hours ago

Ky @kyky9020
A7: Dissapointed. macrosw

8 hours ago

AraseliMSW @araseli604
@DulceAB7 I do believe that it matters! Discriminaton and oppression are big barriers to obtaining success in the U.S macrosw csusmsw

8 hours ago

Laurie Andrews @Powerhousemaidn
@JimmySW MacroSw Infuriated!

8 hours ago

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
A8: We start conversations! We advocate and we inform others around us. There is power in numbers MacroSW

8 hours ago

ashley @ashleyleyvaa
Okay y’all, Ashley the meme queen is out. I’m going into work to get a paycheck that’ll be wasted by tomorrow because bills loans MacroSW https://t.co/nj5wJZP5Fb

8 hours ago

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
@SocWrkDoc That is absolutely true, people assume that living here in SW Florida must be paradise, but that is not true for everyone. MacroSW

8 hours ago

Adilene Cordova @AdileneCordov11
A7: Angry MacroSW https://t.co/9ElkVYnr4i

8 hours ago
Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1
I really like your word! I definitely felt overwhelmed but such the severity of the film but I am still incredibly hopeful for the IMPACT we will have #MacroSW

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@JimmySW @OfficialMacroSW Continued advocacy of equal opportunity #MacroSW

keri @keriswsandiego
@mswsamantha Less alone. There are a lot of us out there struggling. Most of us. And there are reasons beyond ourselves. #stupidwealthy #macrosw

Britney Carbajal @BritneyCarbajal
A6: I don't think most Americans are aware of the extent of it. It'd be cool for everyone to be conscious consumers, but that's a tough battle with big companies like Walmart, Amazon, and Google etc. behind almost everything. #macrosw

taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilaniii
A7: Hopeful. Yes, this is bleak but we have come a far way and the goal is for us #socialworkers to continue to be change agents and help society continue to evolve. Without where we've been and where we are, we wouldn't be needed. And we are needed now more than ever #macrosw https://t.co/Hf6hQe26nH

Séphora Saint Pierre @sephorasp
@JimmySW A6: I don’t think that they realize how wide the income gap is and how the average actually makes below 45k #macroSW

SM4SW 📲 @sm4sw
@AnastasiatheSW Soooo????? #MacroSW
Deidra Tonge @oobyava
8 hours ago
Q6. I think the most thing that Americans don’t realize about income inequality is just how much the top 1% actually possess. If the top 1% gave to everyone they would still possess most of the world’s wealth. (Interesting thought) #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
8 hours ago
RT @CiCisnerosMawia: A7. INSPIRED #MacroSW https://t.co/yhq99qdRd6

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
8 hours ago
RT @Havila44: A7 disappointed #MacroSW https://t.co/LKyfRaObZS

Carlos Moreno @yUhatin4
8 hours ago
A7: #MacroSW https://t.co/g3fWK1XFf

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
8 hours ago
RT @mswsamantha: A7 #macrosw https://t.co/wfvfJFBg6T

Alejandra @Alejand38536209
8 hours ago
@JimmySW A5: I don’t even know what we consider the American dream to be anymore :( #MacroSW

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
8 hours ago
A8. Continue to educate and continue to make people uncomfortable. Bringing light to these issues and revealing them to the masses creates a firestorm. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
8 hours ago
RT @ammelendez3387: A7) my face throughout the movie #MacroSW https://t.co/FvpwRHikO6
Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney 8 hours ago
A8: Work together to educate the upcoming generations!
Knowledge is power! #MacroSW

Katie Brunco @KatieBrunco 8 hours ago
Q8: USE OUR VOICES!! Reach out to our legislators, network, and don’t stop! #MacroSW

Eileen @Eileen17T 8 hours ago
A7: Angry #macroSW https://t.co/OBxz9L1q07

Nica_SW @sw_nica 8 hours ago
It is very sad children go hungry at night, vets can’t make a living after separation, Mother’s work two jobs and still can’t make it... did I mentioned this in in the USA? #macrosw

SM4SW📱@sm4sw 8 hours ago
RT @SanchezLindsay_: A8: We start conversations! We advocate and we inform others around us. There is power in numbers #MacroSW

valentinaheather @valtheather 8 hours ago
A7: OUTRAGED #macrosw https://t.co/ZIFYH3PwSt

Justin B. @gonesurfing4 8 hours ago
A7: Angry #macrosw https://t.co/x1KSnpxYF8

AraseliMSW @araseli604 8 hours ago
@baguayo2020 I agree! And as the opportunity decreases also the motivation decreases #MacroSW #csusmsw

Ryan Ronquillo @RyanR0007 8 hours ago
#macrosw A6 https://t.co/r7mC6yt9IT

Sherene @Sherene07494576
A3. I believe the rule will hurt the people who's aren't being heard or has one to advocate for them. #macrosw

DulceAB @DulceAB7
@JimmySW Q5: Disagree! Some are born with a head start in the race NOT IMPOSSIBLE but there will be barriers #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @KatieBrunco: Q8: USE OUR VOICES!! Reach out to our legislators, network, and don't stop! #MacroSW

K Walker @KWalker64555742
@JimmySW A7: Sadden. #MacroSW

Séphora Saint Pierre @sephorasp
@JimmySW A7: angry yet enlightened #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @DunbrookSydney: A8: Work together to educate the upcoming generations! Knowledge is power! #MacroSW

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003
A7: speechless #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @yUhatin4: A7: #MacroSW https://t.co/g3fWKI1XFl

Shelly @ShellYa_002
A8. #macrosw https://t.co/8Zj9AGV3Ei
CaitlinRedmond @CaitlinRedmon11
@JimmySW Continued advocacy at the macro, mezzo and micro levels #MacroSW

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A8) Study the policies that dictate everything that we do, pay attention to what's going on around us, and understand it all in the proper historical, social, and political contexts. #MacroSW
https://t.co/vc547v4DZh

Leonor Donayre @donayre_leonor
@JimmySW A8 Why choose one or the other? We can address inequality AND that means moving forward. We can't move forward if we leave others behind #macroSW
https://t.co/GOq6EqB7ck

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
A8: What's next is... #macrosw https://t.co/Yn455HbJWn

Anna @Anna66253093
A8). Advocacy and education... we are the change agents! #MacroSW

Kaley @kaleybond01
@JimmySW Maybe get some social workers in politics?? I think getting people in positions of power who can help the people they serve!! Loving watching what @AOC has been able to do in such a short time already #macrosw

ashley torres @ashley_bird78
A7: Hopeless #macrosw https://t.co/obkW1YJFl9
Batoul Berro @Batoul9090 8 hours ago
A8: In regards to monetary inequality we as social workers need to advocate on behalf of our clients by engaging in politics. #Macromatters #MacroSW #SWK4999 https://t.co/pok1ibUvHv

Deisy @graciadeisy95 8 hours ago
A7: Disappointed #Macrosw https://t.co/5hkT3sDQ6O

Gianina B @GianinaB_ 8 hours ago
Get educated, get involved, stay informed, and work hard as a team to push through all these adversities. #MacroSW

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95 8 hours ago
A8: I believe us social workers cannot address inequality or move forward until we get more engaged in our nation’s politics. #Macrosw #Swk4999 https://t.co/ZpcLbM7IFN

Virginia J. @Anointing12345 8 hours ago
RT @araseli604: @JimmySW After watching the film I disagree with the equal opportunity and the American dream because of the many barriers...

Deidra Tonge @oobyava 8 hours ago
@SocWrkDoc @OfficialMacroSW You're absolutely right Dr. Felke. People retire to beautiful Florida and don’t even realize the poverty rate and food insecurities in this area. #MacroSW

Georgia @Georgia26463576 8 hours ago
@JimmySW #MacroSW not sure...perhaps all the loopholes for the wealthy. the fact that so many are working for minimum wage but still believe that the government has their back somehow. very unrealistic society and expectations.
Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavarel1
@JimmySW We spread knowledge about the problem and engage in community organizing and activism to make changes. On a larger level we pay attention to who in the government consistently fights against corporate interests. Democrats can be bought and sold so research who pays them. #MacroSW

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @SocWrkDoc: A8) Study the policies that dictate everything that we do, pay attention to what's going on around us, and understand it all...

carlos moreno @yUhatin4
A7: To create alternatives to concentration of wealth in power in capitalism, just as there were alternatives to feudalism, slavery, and Bolshevism #MacroSW

AshleyBrookeWise @abrooke1210
A7 Inspired #Socialwork #macrosw https://t.co/Ku4BJwc0zD

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @donayre_leonor: @JimmySW A8 Why choose one or the other? We can address inequality AND that means moving forward. We can't move forward...

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers
A8: Start organizing! Especially as students, we have the skills and knowledge to get our campuses informed and involved. Start working with other students and protest, vote, strike, whatever it takes. Use direct action to demand a change. #MacroSW
Lucretia @lulu00115987
A6: I believe that many people are not aware of the amount of income inequality there is in the US. Some people live in their own little bubble and only surround themselves with what they know or want to know. #macrosw

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95
Such a sad but intriguing topic tonight. Let's all take what our colleagues have said to heart and really practice what we preach! #macrosw

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @wilson_keiara: A8: What's next is... #macrosw
https://t.co/Yn455HbJWn

TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @NiloSW: A6: Most American's don't realize the extent to which income inequality exists. #macrosw https://t.co/10NRxnEem3

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85
@JimmySW We address them by making a difference!
PREVENTATIVE ACTION is needed in order to stop the gap from growing. Why do we always wait until the issue is at a larger state before implementing a plan?? #macrosw https://t.co/EZrieGjp9K

Tanya Carrillo @tanya08carrillo
A8: I think that as social workers we can address inequality by advocating it. Informing others of the truth, even if it hurts for them to hear it... Once it is a concept that is accepted, there is a possibility for greater change #MacroSW

AraseliMSW @araseli604
The one word that best describes how the film made me feel: frustration! #MacroSW #csusmsw
Ky @kyky9020 8 hours ago
A8-First of all: Cultural Humility. Helping Create new policies. Getting involved. Educating Voters!!!!. Changing the narrative. #macrosw

mera jawad @MeraJawad 8 hours ago
A8. As social workers, we can build a movement where we are able to encourage and support the influence of: the raise of minimum wage, unionize low wage workers, invest in education, invest in infrastructure, make the payroll tax progressive, etc. #SWK4999 #MacroSW

carlos moreno @yUhatin4 8 hours ago
A: Dismantle institutions and place power in the popular hand #MacroSW

Adilene Cordova @AdileneCordov11 8 hours ago
@ammelendez3387 OMG I agree with you! That was my facial expression as well!! 😄👍 #macrosw

NiloSW @NiloSW 8 hours ago
A8: Step 1 Taxing the rich #macrosw https://t.co/jPPC9FUrFh

Sherene @Sherene07494576 8 hours ago
Q4. Policy makers should be looking out for American workers. #macrosw

UAlbany SSW @UAlbanySSW 8 hours ago
Macro social work focuses on changing larger systems (i.e. communities & organizations) through actions & ideas, ranging from community organizing & education to legislative advocacy & policy analysis. Discuss various #MacroSW topics through @OfficialMacroSW Twitter chats.
AMSW @ANGEMSW 8 hours ago
@lilyjavier0108 I agree, people that do live here are struggling as well and are in a huge amount of debt. #MacroSW

Wendy Mendoza @WendyMe07732961 8 hours ago
A.8 We have to work together and make institutional and political changes. We need support from communities, organizations, and political arenas @JimmySW #macrosw

Alejandra @Alejand38536209 8 hours ago
@JimmySW A6: I don’t think they realize the severity of it. #MacroSW

Megan Buschman @mbuschman95 8 hours ago
@JimmySW thank you for moderating! I cant believe your phone was blowing up that much. Have a good night! #MacroSW

AraseliMSW @araseli604 8 hours ago
@Isabel_MSW Me too! #Disappointed #MacroSW #csusmsw

K Walker @KWalker64555742 8 hours ago
@JimmySW Educate & Advocate. #MacroSW

Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1 8 hours ago
Q8 We best move forward with the knowledge that although we are up against giants we have much more power than we know and many more allies than we realize (something a live twitter chat can help realize!) A long and difficult battle but it is the battle worth continuing! #MacroSW

Georgia @Georgia26463576 8 hours ago
@JimmySW #MacroSW Uneasy. But having worked on Wall Street for a big financial institution, I have been very close to it all.
Kaley @kaleybond01
@JimmySW We use our voices to call out injustices and inequality. If we can obtain high level positions we should act for the people we serve or employ #macrosw

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
8 hours ago
A8) I mentioned to my students today and repeat it for those on here tonight - Be proud of what you have accomplished thus far and keep moving ahead with your advanced studies. In the U.S. - 21% have a Bachelor’s, 8.5% have a Master’s, and only 1.8% have a Doctorate. #MacroSW

loc’d @AfroCaribbean_
8 hours ago
Hello, I am Jasmine Harvey, BSW senior at FGCU #Macrosw

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
8 hours ago
A8) It’s hard to know where to start because, in reality, everyone knows there are huge gaps with income inequality but no one wants to listen to those who want to fix it. It creates an "inconvenience" to those who aren't struggling. #MacroSW

Erica @SW_Erica14
8 hours ago
A8) Continue to talk about the topics that are people avoid and advocate for changes to be made. Also, continue to educate everyone on the different topics and how they can make a change and play their part. #macroSW

Laura Morales @_Lmorales24
8 hours ago
New Generation of Social Workers must Continue the legacy of Social Workers! We must NEVER Give UP! Our Super Power is Being Social Workers #MacroSW https://t.co/dg1gnUW3IP
Arlette @ArletteSanch20
RT @NiloSW: A8: Step 1 Taxing the rich #macrosw
https://t.co/jPPC9FUrFh

michelle @michelle56213697
A3: The government sets the rules on how the market functions, it's been a pattern that those who are wealthy benefit more than those in low income brackets. #macrosw

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw
@JimmySW A8: Due to the historical roots of inequality that have been systematically embedded into our nation's structure, I think the biggest way to address it is to make it known. Inform individuals about inequality, help them find a voice, and advocate for communities. #MacroSW

Ryan Ronquillo @RyanR0007
A8. #macrosw Continued education. Like entering a MSW program that has pretty dope professors like one's who teach macro social work

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
Q7. Motivated!!! #MacroSW

Kris @SocialwerkKB
This chat was a mental workout but we did it y'all! #MacroSW
https://t.co/fc9fKe4EpX

Dee06x2 @dee06x2
@tanya08carrillo Yes! #macrosw https://t.co/K91UFUAUYF

Britney Carbajal @BritneyCarbajal
@JimmySW Either optimistic or confused. Capitalism can be good? lol #macrosw
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A8: #MacroSW has collected Taking Action resources here: https://t.co/McB9iMyXUR https://t.co/EZyxoEz8dM

kjhedberg @kjhedberg
A8: Although this sounds simple, advocate. Have a voice. #macroSW

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara
A8: We as social workers need to continue to do better, to create better lives and educate those around us of the work we do and how it effects those who are underrepresented. We must stand together and stand strong #MacroSW https://t.co/BmJ32qXKJ8

Jennifer Arroyo @arroyo_yah
A7: frustrated #macrosw https://t.co/LC3hNAKLdC

Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley
RT @_Lmorales24: New Generation of Social Workers must Continue the legacy of Social Workers! We must NEVER Give UP! Our Super Power is Bei...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SocialwerkKB: This chat was a mental workout but we did it y’all! #MacroSW https://t.co/fc9fKe4Ep

Valerie Alvarez @Valerie74984075
A8: As social workers we can make people aware of the severity of the inequality and give them the tools to advocate for themselves #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 8 hours ago
RT @SocWrkDoc: A8) I mentioned to my students today and repeat it for those on here tonight - Be proud of what you have accomplished thus f...

Samantha Chico @mswsamantha 8 hours ago
#MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 8 hours ago
RT @UAlbanySSW: Macro social work focuses on changing larger systems (i.e. communities & organizations) through actions & ideas, ranging fr...

Lily @lilyjavier0108 8 hours ago
@Alejand38536209 @JimmySW I like this, this is as simple as inequality can be described #macrosw

Sherene @Sherene07494576 8 hours ago
Q1. Wealth is unequally distributed and I see the wealthy getting wealthier at the coat pg the poor. Capitalism #macrosw

carlos moreno @yUhatin4 8 hours ago
A8: Bringing awareness to the people and allowing them to have a say in public policy decisions #MacroSW

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw 8 hours ago
RT @SocWrkDoc: A8) I mentioned to my students today and repeat it for those on here tonight - Be proud of what you have accomplished thus f...

loc’d @AfroCaribbean_ 8 hours ago
A7: Enlightened #macrosw
AMSW @ANGEMSW
Takeaway from this twitter chat is that many of us want to see a change in this country and reduce the gap. Us future social workers were on a roll tonight. Great seeing others opinions on tonight's questions. #MacroSW

Shannon Hovanesian @ShannonHovanes1
Such an important topic to bring up Cultural Humility!!!👏👏👏
#MacroSW

Séphora Saint Pierre @sephorasp
@JimmySW A8: Education. So much more initiatives and action can take place when there is more awareness.the creation of more jobs & higher wages. More checks and balances in big corporations. Implementation of a law that prevents business from unfair wage cuts or disbursements #Macrosw

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney
RT @karenzgoda: A8: #MacroSW has collected Taking Action resources here: https://t.co/Mcb9imyXUR https://t.co/ezYoEz8dM

SM4SW📱@sm4sw
 RT @_Lmorales24: New Generation of Social Workers must Continue the legacy of Social Workers! We must NEVER Give UP! Our Super Power is Bei...

taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilaniii
Q7: UNITE! Work together, collaborate and incite change in the future through policy, children, our communities! We're all in this together #macrosw https://t.co/l9NdvMtfHv
brenda @baguayo2020 8 hours ago
A8: As social workers we can provide the honesty and empathy and help individuals with resources and community involvement.
#macrosw

DulceAB @DulceAB7 8 hours ago
I wasn't going to say but whatever ill say it. Who needs freaking walls do we really need them?? can we invest that money in interventions and resources?? We have always been divided thats not the problem..rant over but im mad #MacroSW

TFlowers @TFlower29170309 8 hours ago
@JimmySW @OfficialMacroSW A8: Work within government to put rules in place to limit the wealthy's ability to contribute to politicians. Also need to take power away from lobby groups and reshift the power to unions across industries. #MacroSW #SWK4999

carlos moreno @yUhatin4 8 hours ago
A8: To stop funding endless wars and bringing help to the people #MacroSW https://t.co/NJrQ2YqFuk

Adilene Cordova @AdileneCordov11 8 hours ago
A2: I think inequality becomes a problem when classes don't help each other and tax reforms separate classes with lowering taxes for the rich and raising them for the lower classes. #Macrosw

Gianina B @GianinaB_ 8 hours ago
RT @SocWrkDoc: A8) I mentioned to my students today and repeat it for those on here tonight - Be proud of what you have accomplished thus f...
TFlowers @TFlower29170309
RT @JimmySW: Q8: What's next? How do we as social workers address inequality or move forward? #MacroSW
https://t.co/8Cb3LvL7lv

Alejandra @Alejand38536209
@JimmySW A8: through advocacy and education #MacroSW

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85
@_Lmorales24 Yes girl! Well said #macrosw https://t.co/4JI52Mf1Uj

Gavin @KaleoDOTSW
A8: we need to start by stabilizing the middle class. Empowerment of the middle class through more labor unions. How do you negotiate for wages by yourself? #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @JimmySW: Q8: What's next? How do we as social workers address inequality or move forward? #MacroSW
https://t.co/8Cb3LvL7lv

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003
@JimmySW A8: Use our voices to advocate and conquer ! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
We have TWO #MacroSW chats next week! 1. **3-26 Lunch & Learn Series: Macro-based licensing w/Host Stephen Cummings @spcummings 2. 3-28 Social Action 108: Coalition Building w/Host Rachel L. West @poliSW https://t.co/O54puaQg5k
Laurie Andrews @Powerhousemaidn 8 hours ago
A8 Awareness and action. As social workers, we should have the ability to look beyond what is, and work toward what can be. We are the machine that can facilitate change, advocate for what is right, and keep pushing and pushing until movement is made. #macrosw

Laura Morales @_Lmorales24 8 hours ago
#MacroSW https://t.co/EhdcUxaqyS

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers 8 hours ago
RT @yUhatin4: A: Dismantle institutions and place power in the popular hand #MacroSW

AMSW @ANGEMSW 8 hours ago
Say it louder for the people in the back! 🥺😂 #MacroSW

Keiara Wilson @wilson_keiara 8 hours ago
Until next time fellow social workers!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/awPuGMgOxS

Pao @Pa_SW90 8 hours ago
A8: One step is to educate others about the importance of civic engagement. Let's go out and vote! #macroSW

Alejandra @Alejand38536209 @JimmySW A7: depressed #MacroSW

AraseliMSW @araseli604 8 hours ago
Including, inviting, and educating the groups that are underrepresented about their rights and about how they have the power to make a change #MacroSW #microsw #csusmsw
maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia 8 hours ago
A8. I think the biggest way to address the issue if for social workers to join committees or work directly with elected officials to discuss community needs or to suggest possible changes to specific social policies that affect the working class/community #MacroSW

ashley torres @ashley_bird78 8 hours ago
A8: Collaborative efforts with those in power and the communities they are supposed to serve, more democracy! #macrosw

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW 8 hours ago
That's it. THANK YOU all so much for joining the convo tonight. You all were fantastic. I always feel so good about the future of social work after these chats! Feel free to stay on and keep the convo going. #MacroSW https://t.co/ZsDkCz2iKZ

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 8 hours ago
Tonight's #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/xDXgDLqamZ https://t.co/cmD7CAQsg3

Anna @Anna66253093 8 hours ago
Thank you once again for an interesting and informative chat tonight! #MacroSW

SWMxHameed @HameedSw 8 hours ago
@JimmySW We organize and fight for transformative and revolutionary change #MacroSW
Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448
A8. Start with our schools! Educate our kids on the disparities in our economy and promote social justice through future generations. Social workers should be in every school system working towards an equal and quality education for all. #macroSW

Kris @SocialwerkKB
RT @_Lmorales24: #MacroSW https://t.co/EhdcUxaqyS

Kyleigh @kyleighannevd
Great talk tonight! #MacroSW

Gianina B @GianinaB_
RT @_Lmorales24: New Generation of Social Workers must Continue the legacy of Social Workers! We must NEVER Give UP! Our Super Power is Bei...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CiCisnerosMawia: A8. I think the biggest way to address the issue if for social workers to join committees or work directly with electe...

Katie Brunco @KatieBrunco
Loved the energy tonight! Thanks for the discussion everyone! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @araseli604: Including, inviting, and educationing the groups that are underrepresented about there rights and about how they have the...
keri @keriswsandiego
A8 Organize. Teach... our children, our friends, our families, our clients. Tweet. Speak Up! #MacroSW #stupidwealthy #wethepeople

8 hours ago

Carlos Moreno @yUhatin4
#MacroSW https://t.co/xvSJQrFycR

8 hours ago

Eileen @Eileen17T
A8: Advocate. Tell stories and share stories. Pain/suffering is a part of life and human connection is what brings us together through empathy and understanding of each other's struggles. #macroSW

8 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @wilson_keiara: Until next time fellow social workers!!!
#MacroSW https://t.co/awPuGMgOxS

8 hours ago

Molly Nystedt @M0lly_J3an
Awesome chat tonight. Thanks to @JimmySW and all those who participated. #MacroSW

8 hours ago

Arlette @ArletteSanch20
A8: ADVOCATE for new policies & continue to get educated on the topic of income inequality #macrosw

8 hours ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @_Lmorales24: #MacroSW https://t.co/EhdcUxaqyS

8 hours ago

Batoul Berro @Batoul9090
@OfficialMacroSW Don’t forget the University of Detroit Mercy. #MacroSW #SWK4999 https://t.co/p0Ib7Dn00g

8 hours ago
Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavarel1
Thank you @JimmySW for the great chat. I look forward to chatting here again soon! #MacroSW #CSUDHmsw501

K Walker @KWalker64555742
@JimmySW A5: I agree that the idea of equal opportunity I disagree with the American Dream especially after the college scam #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @yUhatin4: A8: To stop funding endless wars and bringing help to the people #MacroSW https://t.co/NJrQ2YqFuk

Danielle Mannion @DanielleMannio3
Great, motivating chat! Look forward to the next one. #MacroSW

Lindsay @SanchezLindsay_
Thank you for an amazing #macrosw chat!

Selene Vera @SeleneVera11
A8: Embrace the changes, address the issues, and advocate for others. @JimmySW #macrosw https://t.co/tf5tekU3SY

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @taylorrleilanii: Q7: UNITE! Work together, collaborate and incite change in the future through policy, children, our communities! We’re...

Erica @SW_Erica14
Had such a good time participating in this talk tonight! Thank you everyone #macroSW
Manuel Diaz @manny0_diaz 8 hours ago
Thankyou, awesome chat! #macrosw https://t.co/gLdgXHunDd

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 8 hours ago
RT @ANGEMSW: Takeaway from this twitter chat is that many of us want to see a change in this country and reduce the gap. Us future social w...

Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow 8 hours ago
A6. Not everyone understand or even know about income inequality. Some may assume that it can be because of the education the received or reached up to, In addition, not everyone one that even though they are working hard hard they or even go to a different Part 1 #MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava 8 hours ago
Q8. Social Workers can become law makers by pursuing careers in politics, continue to advocate, push for change in every industry and utilize your platform to promote equality for all. #MacroSW

AMSW @ANGEMSW 8 hours ago
A7: discouraged, I don't think there will ever be a change or solution to what is occurring. #MacroSW

DulceAB @DulceAB7 8 hours ago
A7: Worried #MacroSW

NiloSW @NiloSW 8 hours ago
@OfficialMacroSW and none for CSU San Marcos #MacroSW https://t.co/atxivPwrns
SM4SW 📲 @sm4sw
RT @JimmySW: That's it. THANK YOU all so much for joining the convo tonight. You all were fantastic. I always feel so good about the futur...

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95
Have a bless night guys it was fun hanging with you tonight on twitter 😊 #MacroSW #SWk4999 https://t.co/murnjJbxwX

SM4SW 📲 @sm4sw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/xDXgDLqamZ https://t.co/cmD7C...

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
A8: Social workers can address inequality, by speaking up whenever they feel that inequality is impacting someone. It could be hard to speak up, but injustice will only thrive if no one does, and who better to speak up then a social worker! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JimmySW: That's it. THANK YOU all so much for joining the convo tonight. You all were fantastic. I always feel so good about the futur...

Dina @DinadiaF_ow
A6, They are still worker harder. #MacroSW

bbradt @brooke72562781
A8 #macrosw https://t.co/lEvig5Qqo
Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
Special Thanks to @OfficialMacroSW and @karenzgoda for having me on tonight. It was a blast as always!!! #MacroSW Have a great night everyone!!! https://t.co/56VXdFNZyt

Mecah @mecahwelch
@JimmySW Bringing back memories #macrosw #csusm #secondyearmsw #almostthere I see you have brilliant students!

Arlette @ArletteSanch20
RT @NiloSW: @OfficialMacroSW and none for CSU San Marcos #MacroSW https://t.co/atxivPwrns

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
For my #CSUSMSW students. Remember that your Tweet for the Week can be a “Main Takeaway” from tonight’s #Macrosw chat. 😊

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Have a terrific night all, #SWK4999 #macrosw https://t.co/ZNyLzFnCbW

Georgia @Georgia26463576
#macrosw #csusmsw this was an enlightening experience, had to keep up with so many brilliant responses. thank you all 😊

Gabrielle @gabriellefas
@JimmySW Q8: Organize ourselves and the folks with whom we work to take political action. Know what’s happening in our communities legislative bodies and get out the word about policies that can help reduce inequality #MacroSW

Sherley Abela @AbelaSherley
Enjoy reading and answering all the questions #macrosw
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: A8: #MacroSW has collected Taking Action resources here: https://t.co/McB9iMyXUR https://t.co/EZyxoEz8dM

LChudzik85 @LChudzik85
Thank you for having me! This was better than the last chat and look forward to another round in the near future! #macrosw https://t.co/yKFbkXRB6Z

Sydney A. Dunbrook @DunbrookSydney
Proud to be apart of another great chat! Thank you @JimmySW for moderating! #MacroSW https://t.co/eZe94Mz8ut

AshleyBrookeWise @abrooke1210
Thanks for the great chat! 🌟#macrosw https://t.co/Rdz95CF3Ti

valentinaheather @valtheather
A8: MLK says, “We will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends.” #macrosw https://t.co/UkBvxh6kJd

AraseliMSW @araseli604
RT @EsmeMsw: A:1 The income gap has become larger and continues to grow with the top 1% making over half of the income from the entire U.S....

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
That was a chat and a half tonight, people! Great ideas and resources! Big thanks to @OfficialMacroSW and the always awesome @JimmySW! #MacroSW https://t.co/3WrY7WXSVQ

K Walker @KWalker64555742
@OfficialMacroSW @JimmySW Thank you JimmySW great session. #MacroSW
Leonor Donayre @donayre_leonor
@OfficialMacroSW @spcummings @poliSW Social work is the Jim to my Pam <3 #MacroSW

Adilene Cordova @AdileneCordov11
@Pa_SW90 Yes, we should all go out and vote in order to make our voices count and make a change! #macrosw

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers
RT @karenzgoda: A8: #MacroSW has collected Taking Action resources here: https://t.co/McB9iMyXUR https://t.co/EZyxoEz8dM

Gianina B @GianinaB_
You all are amazing! Good night :) #MacroSW

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers
I love participating in #MacroSW chats. Seeing the thoughts of other students that understand the importance of policy, advocacy, and macro level change is so validating. Thank you @OfficialMacroSW and @JimmySW! https://t.co/9hPvbfXTIN

Laurie Andrews @Powerhousemaidn
@JimmySW Thank you! #Macrosw

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
Thank you everyone for this intriguing, and thought provoking twitter chat tonight! #MacroSW

mera jawad @MeraJawad
👍👍 #SWK4999 #MacroSW
Britney Carbajal @BritneyCarbajal
A6: spreading awareness, advocacy, and getting into politics and business/organizational boards. Social workers are needed everywhere! #macrosw

DulceAB @DulceAB7
@JimmySW Q6: That it can happen to them or how other people are affected by it. If it's not happening to them why would they care? #MacroSW

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw
RT @NiloSW: @OfficialMacroSW and none for CSU San Marcos #MacroSW https://t.co/atxivPwrns

Morgan Wells @morgantwells
Such a great chat tonight! Thank you so much @JimmySW for hosting! #MacroSW

SM4SW 📱 @sm4sw
RT @JimmySW: For my #CSUSMSW students. Remember that your Tweet for the Week can be a “Main Takeaway” from tonight’s Macrosw chat. 😊

bbradt @brooke72562781
Thank you all for a wonderful discuss and first twitter chat experience! #macrosw

Michelle Bishop @mishelly1003
Thanks for another great #MacroSW chat tonight!
AMSW @ANGEMSW 8 hours ago
A8: we can move forward by educating others and providing resources and funding for others. We need to work at a macro level to make this possible. We can advocate for this to happen. It will be a long hard process, but with perseverance it may happen. #MacroSW

Alejandra @Alejand38536209 8 hours ago
@taylorrleilaniii @JimmySW I agree, its hard to draw that line. #MacroSW

maawwiaa @CiCisnerosMawia 8 hours ago
Thank you for having my fgcu social policy class in this wonderful chat tonight ! #MacroSW https://t.co/bfFC9VXFQEq

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 8 hours ago
(REVISED) Thank you students and educators from: University of North Texas Utah State SUNY Buffalo Millersville University Florida Gulf Coast University California State University San Marcos #macrosw https://t.co/AtqGl6gfwwY

Gavin @KaleoDOTSW 8 hours ago
its been real. Thank you for a great time #macrosw ALOHA !!!!! https://t.co/yQC1kWNZu2

Alondra @ammelendez3387 8 hours ago
Great twitter chat! Goodnight everyone! #MacroSW https://t.co/PbOAczQ1UN

Artyia Millhouse @artyia95 8 hours ago
Thanks for shouting us out Batoul 😊😊#Macrosw #SWk4999

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @NiloSW Fixed! #MacroSW https://t.co/MFJwvSkNrb
Dina @Dinadiaz_Flow
Thank you again and for participating throughout this session.
Dina OUT! :D #MacroSW https://t.co/bAeYIJJ7XP

DulceAB @DulceAB7
@JimmySW A8: Notice the systematic oppression patterns at a micro level to advocate at a macro level and create change #MacroSW

Deidra Tonge @oobyava
Thank you as always for making this chat interesting and a learning experience. #MacroSW

Valerie Alvarez @Valerie79484075
Love these chats, gives me hope for our future! Thanks everyone #MacroSW https://t.co/JtqenGd8sk

Lisa @safetymom4
A8: advocate for policy change, especially for minimum wage increase #MacroSW

Jimmy Young, PhD @JimmySW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: (REVISED) Thank you students and educators from: University of North Texas Utah State SUNY Buffalo Millersville Un...

Alex Amat @AlexAmat8
RT @DunbrookSydney: A8: Work together to educate the upcoming generations! Knowledge is power! #MacroSW

Erica @Erica26199296
Till next tim y'all 🎉 #MacroSW https://t.co/iwTG9JWZ3W
Hailey Oslund @haileyhollywood 8 hours ago
We can continue to advocate on micro, mezzo, and macro levels by educating our social circles and communities on inequality, electing politicians who support these ideals, and staying in the trenches supporting our clients until change occurs. #macroSW

SM4SW 📲 @sm4sw 8 hours ago
RT @OfficialMacroSW: (REVISED) Thank you students and educators from: University of North Texas Utah State SUNY Buffalo Millersville Un...

Alejandra @Alejand38536209 8 hours ago
@SocialwerkKB so true! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 8 hours ago
We regret the error. :( #MacroSW https://t.co/HZmAmFxqFI

michelle @michell56213697 8 hours ago
A8: As social workers, we need to spread awareness of the degree of inequality that lies within our economy and advocate/fight to change that #MacroSW

AraseliMSW @araseli604 8 hours ago
Live twitter was intense! My fingers hurt! But so many ideas in a space that felt small. Will have to go back and re-read some tweets that were missed! 🗣️ #takeaway #csusmsw #MacroSW #Livetweeter

loc’d @AfroCaribbean_ 8 hours ago
@JimmySW We can address inequality by refusing to be bystanders in society! We must use our voices to address inequality as well as other social justice issues #MacroSW
DulceAB @DulceAB7 8 hours ago
Maintakeaway- There are future social workers in the making that will advocate for changes that society and nation as a whole have yet to see! #Macrosw chat #CSUSMSW

michelle @michell56213697 8 hours ago
We got this Social Workers! #macrosw https://t.co/cSINvN4bPL

Wendy Mendoza @WendyMe07732961 8 hours ago
@haileyhollywood Yes! Totally agree, we have to advocate on all three levels. Micro, mezzo, and macro are all essential to change. @JimmySW #macrosw

AraseliMSW @araseli604 8 hours ago
RT @OfficialMacroSW: (REVISED) Thank you students and educators from: University of North Texas Utah State SUNY Buffalo Millersville Un...

valentinaheather @valtheather 8 hours ago
What a blast from tonight's #macrosw discussion. It is great knowing that there are amazing Social Workers in the making from other institutions. #maintakeaway #csusmsw https://t.co/pWAeUYV6uy

NiloSW @NiloSW 8 hours ago
#MacroSW was a very fun and different way to engage students in discussion about income inequality. It was informative to see other peoples thoughts and opinions on the film. The memes created a fun mood to a serious topic. #csusmsw #maintakeaway https://t.co/PnK8cc5Bfc
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JimmySW: Special Thanks to @OfficialMacroSW and @karenzgoda for having me on tonight. It was a blast as always!!! #MacroSW Have a gr...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JimmySW: Special Thanks to @OfficialMacroSW and @karenzgoda for having me on tonight. It was a blast as always!!! #MacroSW Have a gr...

Erica @Erica26199296
RT @araseli604: Live twitter was intense! My fingers hurt! But so many ideas in a space that felt small. Will have to go back and re-read s...

Britney Carbajal @BritneyCarbajal
Main takeaway: This twitter chat was funner than I expected. Loved seeing macro issues fused with current events, celeb references, and great memes. #MacroSW

taylor leilani aiona @taylorrleilaniii
Time to go eat my feelings after all being slammed with everyone's knowledge and wisdom #macrosw https://t.co/kLqzkvTxm7

Carly Hopper @carly_hopper
Very happy to have been able to attend the #macrosw chat tonight! Another great experience and definitely looking forward to more. Thank you @JimmySW for mediating tonight's chat!❤️ https://t.co/MjRBmd3an3

Eileen @Eileen17T
What an empowering night. So grateful to be in this field filled with dedicated and passionate individuals 👤#macrosw
Arlette @ArletteSanch20
RT @OfficialMacroSW: (REVISED) Thank you students and educators from: University of North Texas Utah State SUNY Buffalo Millersville Un...

NiloSW @NiloSW
RT @haileyhollywood: We can continue to advocate on micro, mezzo, and macro levels by educating our social circles and communities on inequ...

Wendy Mendoza @WendyMe07732961
@DulceAB7 Totally agree! We don't need to be more divided, we need to be united more than ever. Putting all that money to resources and interventions will benefit so many communities and individuals. @JimmySW #macrosw

valentinaheather @valtheather
Have a great night everyone! #macrosw https://t.co/TrkrnUKtOY

Esme_MSW @EsmeMsw
I really enjoyed tonight's live chat on Income Inequality. The chat was intriguing and was a great way to engage in discussion with colleagues about the social issue. #MacroSW #CSUSMSW

loc'd @AfroCaribbean_
Thank you for another great chat! #macrosw

Justine @jwalters74
Educating ourselves and teaching all generations. (Educate in schools, trainings in jobs, etc...) #MacroSW
Wendy Mendoza @WendyMe07732961
@kaleybond01 @JimmySW @AOC Yes! I think this would be a wonderful start for change because policies that benefit individuals and communities could be implemented @JimmySW #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @DeanaJAvyers: I love participating in #MacroSW chats. Seeing the thoughts of other students that understand the importance of policy, ad...

Justine @jwalters74
@JimmySW A7: Shocked #MacroSW
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